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Clandestine Drug Lab
Seized By State Police
4111111110.

BILLS, BILLS, BILLS — Denise Bumphis, employee of the city clerk's office, checks over the city
property tax bills
prior to their mailing. According to city clerk Jo Crass, the 7,325 bills should be ready for mailing
by Monday. The
bills are due Oct. 31, after which a 10 percent penalty will be added.
Staff Photo Ily Debbie kJ, Lee

Trouble-Plagued 1-24 Bridge Has
Been Subject Of Investigations
METROPOLIS, Ill. (AP) — The
trouble-plagued Interstate 24 bridge
over the Ohio River has long been the
subject of intense investigations
because it has design problems, a
federal highwaY administrator says.
.Frank Wall, deputy director of the
Federal Highway Administration
Regional Office of Bridges,. said
Tuesday the "bridge has always been
given more than routine inspections."

Walli and the director of the regional
office, James Hart, expressed disgust
that the bridge, completed only five
years ago, has caused problems.
The concrete and steel bridge was
closed Friday after engineers using an
ultrasonic scanner found cracks in its
structural steel, possibly in the welds.
Meanwhile, traffic has been detoured
to an older, two-lane bridge at nearby
Brookport. .

Calloway County Coroner
Returns From Training Program In Richmond
Visa
arge

Calloway County coroner Tommy
Walker has recently returned from the
first basic training program for Kentucky coroners held in Richmond.
The training course was conducted by
the Kentucky Bureau of Training and
the Kentucky Medical Examiner
Program at Eastern Kentucky
University.
The course was attended by 32
coroners and deputy coroners from

throughout the state. It consisted of 32
hours of intensive training in topics
such as death scene investigation,
forensic pathology, forensic anthropology, evidence collection,
toxicology and other topics relating to
the job responsibilities of the office of
coroner.
Walker and deputy coroner Jerry
Beyer of McCracken County were the
only representatives of the Purchase
Area

The cracks found Friday were the
second problem in recent months.
lllinois Department of Transportation
official John Burke said some cracks,
were discovered in the bridge's concrete late last year during routine inspection of the fourlane structure.
As a result of those cracks, half the
bridge was then closed to the more than
7,000 vehicles which cross the river
daily from Illinois to Paducah.
The 1-24 bridge, located a few miles
east of Metropolis, was completed and
opened to traffic in 1974 at a cost of $18.5
million. It was built by the Nashville
Bridge Co. of Nashville, Tenn.
The federal government picked up 90
percent of the cost and the two states,
Kentucky and Illinois, split the difference. Kentucky picked the design
and hired the contractor, and Illinois
provides inspection and maintenance,
Burke said.
Burke said the original contractor
has gone out of business. But he said the
states will share the cost of repairs,
which will be made as soon as a contractor is found.
Officials' don't know how soon the
bridge investigation and repairs can be
completed. Burke said it could be six to
12 months.

Lack Of Uniformity In Assessing
Property Prevalent In Kentucky
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — "There is
an egregious and inequitable lack of
uniformity in Franklin County
assessments," said -Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs.
"The guy who buys a new house is
hardest hit — he pays on the purchase
price — while.the guy next door who's
lived there for 30 years still pays at the
old, much lower, value," said Ashland
attorney Harold E. Kelley.
"It's prevalent all over the state. The
way they do it is unconstitutional," he
said.
"If justice is so impure...if they can't
administer the ad valorem tax as it
should be, they're better off just to drop
it," said Ben H. Story Jr. of Lexington,
a professional real estate appraiser.
The three men share the conviction
that property taxes are not being administered fairly in Kentucky, as
required by the state Constitution.
Judge Meigs appealed the PVA's
valuation of his three-story house near
downtown Frankfort, which was raised
from $100,000 in 1978 to $222,500 this
year. The local tax appeals board
lowered it to $155,000; Meigs appealed
to the state Tax Appeals Board.
He believes that the huge increase
was arbitrary, and stemmed from the
fact that he asked the March grand jury
to look into questionable employment
and accounting practices in PVA
Harold Travis' office.
Travis has said that Meigs'
asses,ment has been too low for several
years However, other nearby houses
were assessed far less than Meigs'.
With his case pending before the state
board, the judge preferred not to
comment in detail. However, he said he
feels the case illustrates the broad
authority of the tax as.
"to reward
his friends arid punish his enemies."

Meigs said the only way to achieve
fairness is to have professional appraisers asess property.
Kelley has challenged the system in
two court suits.
He won his first challenge in 1976, in
which he asked the court to order
Ashland city officials and the tax
assessor to take necessary measures to
bring about a uniform ad valorem tax
assessment throughout the city.
Boyd Circuit Court ordered the city
tax assessor to take immediate steps to
equalize assessments within the city,
and the Kentucky Supreme Court
upheld that ruling last year.
Kelley followed up with a suit in 1977
against the Boyd County PVA, state
Ftevende Department and revenue
commissioner, contending that
assessments were not equally made in
the county and that consequently, "a
minority of the real estate within the
county valued at the fair market value
is unjustly penalized and required to
pay more than their equal and fair
share of the tax revenue..."
Boyd Circuit Judge Kelley Asbury
last April ordered the PVA to individually assess county property instead of applying a blanket Increase or
decrease in order to equalize the tax
burden on all property owners.
Asbury said blanket tax assessment
increases are "a fiction built on a fiction."
"If there had been in the 27 previous
years a property assessment as
visualized by KRS 132.450, namely
'through visits with the taxpayer,
personal inspection of the property
from records, from his own knowledge,
from information in property schedules
and from such other evidence as they
may be able to obtain, to locate,
identify and assess. then it is felt the
blanket increase would not be based on
a fiction.
"The whole idea of assessing

property at 100 percent of its cash value
is that there be tax equality among the
taxpayers," he said. The Revenue
Department has appealed the ruling
and the case is pending before the state
Court of Appeals.
What has been the result of the legal
action? "Since the suit was filed, the
county hasn't done anything to remedy
the situation," Kelley said. "I've spent
$11,000 in legal fees. I feel the legal
action was in vain."
Ben Story, a respected consultant,
appraiser and lecturer who taught
appraisal at the University of Kentucky
for 21 years, tried for four years to
interest the state in a computer system
that he believed would go far toward
making property tax assessments
equitable.
In a nutshell, Story's proposal was to
record key characteristics of every
individual real estate parcel in a taxing
district. As changes occured, through
new construction, remodeling, or
market sales, the changes would be
entered into the computer system and
be used as a basis for estimating the
market value of uther property — thus
allowing PVAs to better estimate the
fair market value of the bulk of
property which had not transferred
recently.
Story said the proposal could have
been implemented statewide within
five years at a cost of under $10 per
parcel, plus $1 each succeeding year to
update information. By contrast,
Fayette County PVA Steve Banahan
"probably spent less than $1 per parcel" making this year's asessrnents, he
said.
Story said it would require a massive
one-time appropriation to put tax
assessments on a fair basis through
such a system. After the initial investment, it would cost no more than it
currently does to administer the
system, he said.

An investigation that began last
summer has resulted in the seizure of a
clandestine drug laboratory in Marshall County and the arrest of a 25-yearold Marshall County man according to
information released today by Kentucky State Police officials.
"This was the first lab of its kind ever
uncovered and seized in the state of
Kentucky," KSP narcotics detective
Joe Pat Cohoon told The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Cohoon said the investigation and
subsequent warrants issued was a joint
effort of the state police narcotics unit,
Marshall County Sheriff's office,
Murray Police Department, Murray
State University Security Department,
federal
Drug
Enforcement
Administration and the state controlled
substance enforcement unit.
Cohoon said Kenneth Gordon was
arrested at the scene of the illicit
laboratory, located in a detached
garage on the premises of Dr. Wendell
Gordon, the suspect's father. Cohoon
zinted out that Dr. Gordon, a Benton
"r.Owscian, was in no way implicated in
the matter.
"The search (of the garage) revealed
a clandestine laboratory in operation
suspected
of
manufacturing
methamphetamine, a schedule II
controlled substance," Cohoon said.
The search and arrest was made
Tuesday afternoon, Cohoon said.
In connection with the arrest, Cohoon
said, a warrant for Gordon is being
taken today in Calloway. County for a
burglary in the third degree. Cohoon
said Gordon is suspected of burlarizing
tbe
‘
Blackburn Science Building on the
Muttony State University campus.
Cohoon also said that another
warrant for Gordon is being taken in
Marshall County today in connection
with "another clandestine laboratory"
which was allegedly in operation on
Jtly 21,1979 in that county. Cohoon said
t&t suspected OPerntion was being
conducted in a trailer that has burned
since that time. .
The detective said that chemicals and
equipment including vials, flasks,

First Reading Of
Ordinance To Be
Given In Meeting
The first reading of an ordinance
changing the zoning on property owned
by Dan Miller on S. 16th to allow the
construction of multi-family dwellings
is scheduled on the agenda for the
regular meeting of the Murray Common Council Thursday.
Also on the agenda for the 7:30 p.m.
session is the second reading of an
ordinance setting tap-on fees for the
Murray Natural Gas System.
Other items to be discussed at the
meeting are:
— Appointments to vacancies on the
Murray-Calloway County Park Board
and the Board of Zoning Adjustment.
—A recommendation from the public
works committee concerning a rate
increase in the sanitation deprtment.

Improvement Act To
Head Agenda Of
City School Board
Heading the agenda of the Thursday,
Aug. 9, meeting of the Murray
Independent Board of Education will be
the presentation of the Educational
Improvement Act by Margaret
Franklin, director of curriculum.
The meeting will be held in the board
office building at 7:30 p.m.
Other items on the agenda include the
presentation of the public relations
format for 1979-80 by Kaye Peebles; the
consideration of food bids by food
services director Glinda Jeffrey; the
consideration of bids for the backstop at
Murray Middle School; and personnel
recommendations.

connecting tubes, vacuum pumps and
"other equipment involved in the
process of an illicit lab," in addition to a
quantity of crystalline methamphetamine, were seized and will be sent
to the state crime lab at Madisonville
for analysis. Cohoon said the "street
value" of the seized drugs could not be
determined at this time.
The original investigation began in

June of 1978 and was initiated by the
KSP narcotics unit and the federal
Drug Enforcement Administration in
addition to the other local and state
agencies already mentioned, Cohoon
said.
Cohoon said that Gordon is presently
lodged in the Marshall County Jail and
bond is expected to be set later today

Kentucky State Fair
To Begin Thursday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The 1979
Kentucky State Fair, a showcase for
state products, officially opens at noon
Thursday.
But for some youngsters the event
begins at 8 a.m. when they move their
animals into Broadbent Arena for the 4H and FFA dairy cattle judging.
Topping off the day's events will be a
parade, with Col. Harland Sanders
serving as grand master. Others in the
line of march will include Fairbear and
Fairgirl, Freddy Farm Bureau, Miss
Kentucky, and a number of entertainers.
The fair, which runs through Aug. 18,
includes almost everything from
rooster crowing contests to stage shows
to a balloon race, and a number of
entertainers are scheduled for performances in the fairgrounds stadium.
Inflation almost missed the fair
admission prices this year. Last year's
cost of $2 for adults and 50 cents for

Paducah Man
Being Treated
After Shooting
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A Paducah
man was in satisfactory condition today
at Western Baptist Hospital, where he
was being treated for three gunshot
wounds in -the head.
Ron Palmer, 34, was shot once in the
mouth and sustained two superficial
wounds, police said. No arrests had
been made, but Marshall County
sheriff's officials were looking for a
man believed to have used a .22-caliber
weapon in the shooting.
Palmer, a deaf mute, crawled in a
car at 3 a.m. Tuesday and stayed there
for three hours before he was found.
After writing a note to a station attendant, Palmer thumbed a ride to his
home, police said.
The attendant notified police, who
went to Palmer's home and took him to
the hospital.

New Farm Chemical
For Tobacco Tested
By Area Farmers
A new farm chemical designed to
control suckers which ciamage tobacco
quality is being tested in Calloway
County.
At a tobacco tour held Monday night,
a group of area farmers saw the effects
of FST-7, a mixture of fatty alcohol and
maleic hydrazide. The new product is
being tested to determine whether it
will leave excessive residue on tobacco
used for chewing and smoking.
Maleic hydrazide has been the target
of criticism by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, which has said it
will ban its use if problems with the
residue are not solved.

children 12 and under will be in effect
this year. But the special carload rate
will be increased 50 cents, to $2.
The carload rate is offered from 7
a.m. to noon evey day except this
Saturday and Sunda. During the
carload hours, adults may walk in for 50
cents and children for 25 cents.
A special admission is charged for
stage shows, which this year will
feature rock star Shaun Cliaidy, rhythm-and-blues singer Teddy Pendergrass, country musicians Willie
Nelson and Leon Russell, the rock-'n'roll group Sha Na Na, and pop-music
singer Leif Garrett.
The fair also offers a wealth of free
entertainment. At the beginning of
every hour,there will be a performance
on at least one stage and sometimes as
many as seven stages.
The free performances will feature a
number of groups, including the
country-music Lorrie Morgan Show,
magician Mark Sweet, the Old
Louisville Express Bluegrass Band and
Doug Green and Riders in the Sky.
This also will be the International
Year of the Child at the fair, with a
number of events scheduled for Kentucky's youngsters.
Another new feature is a Youth
Talent Contest, which offers a $1,000
scholarship to the winner. The finals
are scheduled at 8 p.m. Aug. 14 on the
East Hall stage.
The Governor's Trophy Kentucky
Balloon Championship is set for about 7
p.m. Aug. 17 on the East Lawn. Last
year's hound-hare competition, in
which balloonists try to drop a mark
closest to the point of landing of the
"hare" balloon, was won by Yellow
Cab.
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fair, warm
and humid
Fair, warm and humid tonight
with lows in tha low 70s. Mostly
sunny, hot and humid Thursda
with highs in the mid to upper 90s.
Winds southerly to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended outlook
for Friday through Sunday calls
for hot and humid conditions
Friday and a chance of showers
or thunderstorms Saturday and
Sunday. Highs in the upper 80s to
mid 90s Friday,

County School Board
To Hold Meeting
At 7 P.M. Thursday
The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its regualrly
scheduled meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Aug. 9, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Items on the agenda include contract
for kindergarten facilities at Murray
State University, substitute teacher
salary schedule, personnel recommendations, tuck and food service bids
and the superintendent's report.

AT CAMP — Four Kentucky National. Guardsmen-Irom the Murray
Area
sliscuss their annual training with state Adjutant General Billy G. Wellman
.
from the left are SP 4 Glenn tones, Wellman, Sgt. Bobby Smith,
SP,4 Keg
Hargrove and Pvt. Dennis Bailey. The guardsmen members
of a 1071nm
mortar crew training at ft. Hood, Texas.
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Miss Thompson Is
Wed To Mr. Hendon

FOR THURSDAY,AUGUST '9. 1979
What kind of day will Otherwise, you'll have difBy Estelle Spiceland
tomorrow be? To find out what ficulty in being two places at
after they return from the
After leaving home Jan. 4th Vacation
the stars say, read the once. Romance iffy.
Bible School,
to go to the grocery and Canada.
forecast given for your birth SAGITTARIUS
Nov.
22
having a wreck, breaking ribs,
(
to Dec. 21)
Sign.
Locke Montgomery is home
Check with those at home
then in the hospital falling and from a hospital in Nashville,
before inviting others over.
ARIES
Ara,
breaking a hip, and later Tenn.
Share career worries with
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
spending unforgettable days
Bill Pittman has been
A number of things could family members. Don't let
in agony from infection at the seriously ill in the
hospital.
weigh on your mind. A priyate tensions accumulate.
convalescent home and going
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
conversation with a close one CAPRICORN
to Loures Hospital, Paducah, Hankins of Florida have
been
to Jan. 19) ViStk1
will alleviate anxiety and (Dec.
-74
for hip replacement. I'm home visiting the Gene Lovins
and
Don't be charmed into
remove doubts.
again.
another daughter.
signing anything. Don't let
TAURUS
I can never forget the
Concord Cemetery had a
worries result in an inhibited
( Apr. 20 to May 20
d'
loyalty of so many churches/ new grave recently,
that of
Friends may seem to -be a demeanor. Postpone imrelatives, and friends in Mrs. Will Mortqn.
Many
bit of a nuisance now. You portant career conferences.
sending cards, letters, and things have happened
since I
may not be able to quite put AQUARIUS
making
calls.
So
thanks to all. left.
your finger. on it, but )Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Concord still looks the same.
But I have met many fine
You may have an amsomething's missing.
Even my house had been people of different
bivalent attitude towards
---CE841141_races,
cleaned and food was brought stations, and
-s
-Piriding now. Darr buy
( May 21 to June 20)
nationalities
when-1 arrived- -back at . my while-gone,
You may have difficulty something, and then spend the
house. Apd Mrs. Pittman
getting your viewpoint across rest of the day worrying about
Mrs. Reba Miller, my
consented to come, making it doctor's mother
to others, esp superiors. its cost.
from 4507
possible for me to stay home, Westchester,
Mixing business with pleasure PISCES
Route
10.
though I'm no help at all.
) Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
is not the answer.
'
1
Paducah, writes often.
Kelley
Smith
has
Don't let conviviality at
CANCER
sold his
I hadn't known so many
house here to the Edward read my letters until
work cause you to goof off. A
( June 21 to July =1
so many
Hendons.
Problems may arise that close one may not be enlir. mid If rs. Roger Hendon
knew me through "Down
thusiastic
The daughter of the Church Concord Way."
about a plan of
interfere with travel plans.
Miss Renee Thompson, daughter of Mrs. Bobby Joe Lee of
of Christ minister here, Ed
Don't take anything for yours. Shrug off disapAlmo Route 1 and Ronald Thompson of Louisville, was
Thanks to the Murray
granted. Doublecheck pointment.
Davis. is moving into our Ledger & Times
married
to Roger Hendon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey
staff for
reserfations
and
Concord upstairs apartment sending the paper.
timeHendon,627 South Fourth Street, Murray,on Friday, July 20,
YOU BORN TODAY are
schedules.
at the home of her stepfather and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Lee.
I still can't write much for
highly ambitious and arLEO
•
The Rev. Heyward Roberts performed the double ring
now I'm one of a world full of
tistically talented. You'd
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412
ceremony at seven p.m.
cripples
as
I
found
at
the
Don't rely on personality to make a fine public servant, for
For her wedding the bride wore a white jersey street length
hospital.
swing a business deal. Your you're naturally inclined to
dress. Her only attendant was her sister, Mrs. Tina Lewis,
But
thanks
to
everyone
who
charm and powers of per- help the less fortunate and are
who wore a blue dress..Best man was Terry Lewis, brotherhas remembered me.
suasion may not be enough to interested in world problems.
in-law of the bride.
Do not let the need for success
pull it off. _
Following the ceremony a reception for immediate
stifle the development of your
VIRGO
Group C of Ladies Tennis of
members of the family was held at the Lee home.
individuality. Often you are
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
•
the Murray Country Club will'I LS.'. Vary .Ann Jones
The new Mrs. Hendon,a 1977 graduate of Calloway Cdunty
Little things about a loved attracted to group endeavors,
play on Thursday and Friday
High School, is attending Murray State University and is also
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Jones, 1904 Gatesborough Circle, Murone could irk you now. Don't though you serve best in a
at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
employed at Twin Lakes Office Supplies, Murray. She is the
be critical, but do get it off leadership capacity. Art, ray. announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
Pairings for play on
granddaughter of Roy Thompson. Mrs. Calis Lee, and Mrs.
literature
, education, and
your chest. Don't grumble in
their daughter, Mary Ann, to Michael Loyd Stom,son of Mr.
Thursday will be as follows:
Barnes Burkeen.
theater are especially ap- and Mrs. Donald Stom,223 South 11th Street,
private.
Murray.
Court One-Renee Wynn,
Mr. Hendon, a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
Final plans have been made
pealing to you. The law and
LIBRA
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School,
Janie
Ryan, Frances Hulse, for the approaching marriage
School, is co-owner of Murray Wholesale Tire Service. He is
jobs
involving travel would attended Murray State University,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
and is employed at Cagle
and Ann Haney.
the grandson of Mrs. Elsie Hendon and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
of Miss Vanessa Karen Miller
Don't press- your luck. also bring you happiness. Business Systems.
Court Two-I.inda Haver- and Mark Edward Welch.
Mart.
Accepting social invitations Birthdate of: John Dryden,
Mr. Stom is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and LI s stock. Sue McCoart,
Carol
After the reception the couple left for a wedding trip to
The bride-elect is the
when you have work to do poet; Charles Farrell and Nat employed by the
Murray Division of Tappan,Inc.
Hibbard.
and
Betty daughter of Mrs. Lois Miller
Indian Rock Beach, Fla. They are now residing in their
could cause a slip-up. You are Pendleton, actors.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Sept. 15 at 4 p.m.
Buckingham.
mobile home on Murray Route 4.
in the mood to escape
and Luke Roger Miller of
in a garden setting at the home of the bride-elect's paren(s.
Court Three-Sue Spann, Henderson. The groom-ele
problems.
ct
is
The reception will follow the ceremony. In case of rain tne
NC PANTHER
Kathy Newton, Kathy Mattis, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank
SCORPIO
There was no panther, pink -Ceremony will be held at Russell's Chapel United MethocLst
and Mug Rigsby.
E. Welch of Fulton.
Nov.
21)
to
Oct.
23
't
Church.
or otherwise, in Peter Sellers'
Pairings for -play-On -Friday- The ceremony will- treMinimize conflict by cutting
Only out of town invitations are being sent, and all frienis
will be as follows:
appointments. movie."The Pink Panther."
performed by the Rev. Robert
down on
and relatives are inVited to attend the wedding and recepti(n.
Court One-Yvonne Hamby, Farless on Saturday, Aug. 11,
Sheila Grogan, Norma Frank, at 6 p.m. at the First
United
and Nancy Fandrich.
Methodist Church, Murray.
UNLEADED FUEL
Plans have been completed brother of the groom-elect.
Court Two-Lori Rushing.
A reception will follow in the by Miss Ann Tutt and ,Mr. and John Pickard.
ANDREWS, Tex.(AP) -- By
Junior
1985, more than three-quarters Joy Waldrop, Sandy Coleman, social hall of the church.
Charles Hiter for their wed- ushers will be Josh Pickard
of all motor fuel will be • un- and Merilyn Adkins. •
- MI friends and relatives are ding on- Saturday„Aug_ iL _ and_ Ty _Hiles,.
nephews of the
Court Three-Annie Knight, invited to attend the ceremony
leaded, predicts Phillips PetroParents of the bridal couple groom-elect.
leum President William C. Sandy Brannon, Beverly and the reception.
are Mr: and Mrs. Carlos Odell
Following the ceremony a
Douce
Spann,and I.eta Rushing.
Tutt of Murray and Mr. and reception will be held at the
Mrs. Charles Brooks Niter of Holiday Inn, Murray, with
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Benton.
Mrs. Brooks Pickard, sister of
VakS
DEAR DR. LAMB - Sev- ducted at Johns Hopkins
eral years ago my doctor University said that it was tent life-saving drug but if
The vows will be exchanged the groom-elect, Mrs, Millie
SANDEFtSON BOY
prescribed Premarin for me true that female hormones you take too much, it can
at six p.m. at Scotts Grove Niter, Mrs. Cresti Harrison.
Mr: and Mrs. Robert San- Baptist Church with the Rev. and Mrs. I,ucretia Thompson
during the menopause stage. can cause cancer of the cause serious cardiac irregularities
and
other
probI took this for quite a while uterus. I know this has been
derson, 893 Denise Court, Leon Penick, minister of the serving the guests.
and then, since I wasn't controversial for some time, lems. You can go down the
Stone Mountain, Ga., are the church,officiating.
list
from
there.
Mrs. Edna Vance will be
having any menopause but as I read the report it
parents of a baby boy, Bryant
The important point is to
Miss Tutt has chosen her director of the wedding.
symptoms, I began to de- sounds like there's now defimake the right decision in
William, weighing eight sister. Miss Mary Tat. her
All friends and relatives of
crease the amount and even- nite evidence that this is the
as
pounds, born on Menday, July maid
tually stopped taking medi- case. This has rue terribly each individual case. That's
of
honor.
The the bridal couple are invited to
why you usually have to rely
cine at all. During a recent concerned and I really don't
30, at the DeKalb General bridesmaid will be Mrs. attend the wedding
and
physical examination, the know what to do. I don't like on your doctor's advice
Hospital there.
based on what he's found.
Elizabeth Hooks, sister of the reception,.
doctor asked me if I was still to disobey my doctor but I
They
have
another
son. groom-elect. Miss Lori
The study you have retaking the Premarin and really hesitate to take more
LETTER-WRITING
ferred to is pretty well docuMichael, 4. The father is a Pickard will be flower girl and
when I said no, I was told Premarin.
mented and it does settle
One of the most unusual
computer systems analyst Charles Lee ,Hiter will
quite emphatically that I
DEAR READER be
with Burroughs. Inc.
should follow his instruc- You're certainly right about some of the questions that
ringbearer, niece and nephew letter-writing systems in the
world was invented by the
tions since on his examina- it being a controversial sub- were raised. Apparently,
Grandparents 'are Mr. and of the groom-elect.
Miss
tion he had noted my "color ject. There are benefits from altering the dosage or taking
Chimu tribles of northeast
Mrs. Voris Sanderson of
Sherry Crawford will keep the
was bad."
using estrogen. It isn't the estrogen intermittently
Peru, according to Alain de
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. J. register.
Now I've recent‘y read in first medicine that we've doesn't eliminate the inCadenet, consultant for the
W.
Fisher
of
Eaton Rapids,
the paper that a study re- used to help people that also creased risk of uterine canMr. Hiter has chosen Bob
British Post Office. The
Mich. A great grandmother is Mathis
ported in the New England has the capacity to cause cer that it may cause. I think
as best man. Tommy
Chimu created a system of
Mrs. Adna Cavender of Hooks
Journal of Medicine con- harm. Digitalis is an irnpor- it's safe to say that there
will
be
the
groomsma
n. writing
definitely is an increased
. Mayfield.
codes which they
Ushers will be Tom Hiter,
risk. There are still some
inscribed on lima beans.
unanswered questions such
a
,
ai
as the point that some invesW •••••
W
tigators raised that using
progesterone, the other
female hormone, helps to
negate the estrogen problem. That may need further
study.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Let me stress again that
women who have already
had a hysterectomy
e
l"
shouldn't have any concern
1201 Chestnut
7:20,
at all about the increased
IOW Chestnut
Murray,Ky.
risk of female hormones and
9:00
uterine cancer. You have to
NOW!
have a uterus before you can
develop a cancer of it. You
might be surprised how often that's been misunderstood in various news
releases.
7:20,
1010("hestruat

)efok-11:>
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Now, I don't like to be in
the position of disagreeing
with a physician who's seen
a patient but the current
weight of evidence is that
you shouldn't use female
hormones in a woman with
her uterus intact unless
there is a definite indication
for them.
To give you more information on the menopause I am
sending you The Health Letter number 5-12. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents in check or coin with a
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Since you're not having
any difficulties anyway, I
should think that in the
midst of such a controversial discussion that you
might just as well wait a
while. If you start to have
symptoms related to the
menopause, then you could
consider taking some form
01 estrogen.
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Try DeVanti's 10 oz. chopped steak,
seasoned with just a touch of onion and
spices, served with a hot baked potato, oven
fresh bread,and a trip to our salad bar.
DeVanti's 15 ft. All-U-Can-Eat Salad Bar a
variety of over 30 fresh vegetables,fruits, and
pickled items.
OAKS
GoLF-women of the Oaks Club held their
golf ch5mpionship tournament on Monday. Champions
hip
inners. top photo, la
ere. left to right, Vicki Nance, fourth,
Mary Bogard, third. Wanda Brown. second, and Carolyn
Calilssell. first, the latter three tieing going for a sudden
death playoff. First flight shiners. middle photo, were, left to
right, Ada Sue Ifole•rts, fourth, Jeanie 1organ, third.
Murrell' Walker. seeond, and Carita Lamb, first. Second
flight v inners, bottom pholooswere, left to right, Marilyn
Herndon, fourth, Jennifer Crouse:-third, Marsha Hargrove,
second. and 11arel Ray,first.

$495
The Place Where Particular
People Come To Eat.

For Carry Out Call 753-1314
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Wednesday, Aug.8
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6.30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
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Thursday, Aug.9
Murray Tiger Athletic
Booster Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the football practice
field.

Rayburn-Kopperud Vows Are Read

Thursday, Aug.9
.
Douglass
Gala
Tenth
Homecoming will open with a
beauty contest at the Murray
State University Auditorium
at 8 p.m.

and Mrs. Jack Creighton.
Miss Kathy Joyce Rayburn, voluminous and swept into a
Dr. and Mrs. J. D
Sturgis;
Circles of First United
daughter of Mrs. Joe Nell chapel length train.
Rayburn, Lexington; Mr. and
a
was
Her
headdress
Methodist Church Women will
William
Band
late
Rayburn and the
Calloway County
Mrs. Joseph Grant Teague
Lakeside Singers will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson Boosters will hold a special
Henry Rayburn, was married matching Victorian bridal hat,
Barkley
lake
at
perform
and Mark Teague, Shaker
her
for
designed
especially
of
son
Kopperud,
at church for a picnic at 6 called meeting in the band
R.
to William
ni‘
p
8.30
at
Heights, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs
Park
State
of
home
The
of
lace.
at
alencon
p.m.; Wesleyan
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud, gown
room at Calloo•ayr High at 8
Hoyt Teague, Jr.,
Carroll
Mrs. Bob F'arless for supper at pin. This is for :II interested
on Saturday, June 30, at 4 p.m. crown of the hat was draped in
Friday, Aug. 10
Teague III, Mrs. C
H.
Carroll
silk
illusion
imported
and
First
p.m.
6:30
in the sanctuary of the
persons of children in
Events of 10th Gala
Sr., Mrs. Gus
Teague,
Hoyt
veiling delicately traced in
United Methodist Church.
elementary, middle school, Douglass Homecoming will
Miss Judy Miller.
Kortrecht,
pearls.
miniature
Lakeside Singers will and high school.
ceremony
The double ring
include ticket sales from 1 to 5
and Miss Patricia Coyle,
She carried a bouquet of
perform at 8:30 p.m. at
was perforrned by the Rev.
Community
Douglass
at
p.m.
Louisville.
orchids,
royal
white
bouquet
Events at Land Between the
at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Jr.,
Mischke,
Dr. Walter E.
Center; Parts of The Wizard
Also from out of town were
Up
Put'n
include
nephthytes,
Lake, will
Park.
the church altar which was stephanotis,
of 02 staged at Murray State
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Selwitz,
and
pathos,
fern,
of
vases
Food from 10 a.rn. to 3 p.m. at
two
with
University auditorium at 7 decorated
Winchester; Dr. and Mrs
Land Between the Lakes The Homeplace-1850; Solar
yellow roses and baby's chlorophytum. The only
at
socializing
and
dance
p.m.;
Stubblefield, RichVernon
5
to
events will include Solar Application from 9 a.m.
breath. Flanking the altar on jewelry worn by the bride was
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
and Mrs. Frank
Dr.
mond;
of
a
diamond
pair
earrings
Cooking from 1 to 4:30 p.m. p.in. at Empire Farm;
either side were two seven
State.
Texas:
Houston,
Rickman,
and
p.m.
:And Who's Who In The Plant Nature's Pantry at 2
branched candelabra. The given to her by the groom.
and Mrs. Ronnie Moore.
Mr.
of
Miller
Judy
Family? at 2 p.m., both at Hayride with fee of $1 and
Ms.
marked
were
Lakeside Singers will family pews
Bowling Green; Mr. and Mrs
Louisville was maid of honor,
Center Station; Put'n Up Food reservations by 1 p.m. at 6:30
with candlelite bows and ivy.
State
Kenlake
at
perform
David Sykes, Lowell, Ind.:
Winoffrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at The p.m., both at Center Station.
Steve
Selwitz
Mrs.
music
nuptial
A program of
8:30 p.m.
at
Park
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett
Solar
850;
of
1
honor,
Homeplacewas provided by Mrs. Larrie chester was matron
Hazel Community Center
Pickens, Providence; Mr. and
sisterApplication from 9 a.m. to 5
Mrs.
Bill
Rayburn,
and
Miss
_and
targarliat,
flames, -sewing, and crafts _Clartc
-Mrs.-Joe-Marshall,- Mr.-and
--will- -open -at --10-04n.--for ac.
icta w or The---bride;" was
p.m. at EmpireFarm.
Irma Collitis,_ violinist.-Wks. '
tivities by the Hazel Senior will be featured for the Hazel
Mrs. Johnathan Hay, Mr. and
Vernon Shown, vocalist, sang bridesmaid.
Mrs. William Perce Paxton!'
"Drum and Bugles in Citizens. Lunch will be served Senior Citizens at the Hazel "The Wedding Song" and
wore
attendants
The
Community Center which will
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houston.
Racerland" Show will be at at 11:45a.m.
During this identical formal gowns of
open at 10 a.m. Lunch will be "Because."
Mrs. John Waters, and Mrs
Stewart Stadium, Murray
matover
chiffon
silk
toffee
candles
prelude recital the
Rick Sutton, Paducah.
Ellis Community Center will served at 11:45 a.m.
State University at 7:30 p.m.
were lighted by Ronnie Moore ching silk splendene. A bateau
The out of town guests also
Tickets are $5 per person, or be open from 10 a.m. to 3p.m.
bias
featured
neckline
styled
Land Between the Lakes and Dr. Frank Rickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim
included
price of $4 each is available for activities by the Murray
which
The bridal party entered as capelet flounces
events will include The sixth
Kopperud
R.
Sharpe, Farmington Hill,
if
illiam
Mrs.
and
Mr.
for groups of 50 or more who Senior Citizens. For inand
flared
brief
created
Chorus
Bridal
Sense at 2 p.m. at Center the traditional.
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
formation call 753-0929.
-purchase tickets in advance.
Tracy, Jane Fitch, Millie Nall, Lorenz and Mr. and Mrs. John
Station; Put'n Up Food from from "I,ohengrin" was sleeves. The waist was defined
a
crystal
with
played. The Wedding March with a bias peplum, accented enhanced
Ella Mae Quertermous, Wise, Detroit, Mich.; Doug
Thursday. Aug.9
Murray Chapter No. 92 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Ghosts of
tie belt. the simple pleated Bertha collar which Lynetta
Moses, Delma
Program on -Outdoor Royal Arch Masons will meet the Past at 8:30 p.m., both at from "Midsummer Night's with a self
Mich.:
dirndle skirt was softly formed sleeves to elbow Trotter, Virginia Converse, Taylor, Ann Harbor,
The Homeplace-1850; Solar Dream" was the recessional.
Safety" will be presented by at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carson,
designed
was
skirt
The
length.
draped.
Bride's Dress
Kathy Burton, Doris Nance,
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
Andy Wilson of the TVA Land
Kans.; Mrs.
Each attendant carried a entirely of crystal pleats, and Margaret Waldrop, Clinton Manhattan,
The bride, escorted by her
Between the Lakes at the
Lynn,
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the p.m. at EmpireI.arm.
Carson
Sharon
of
accessores
selected
she
long
stemmed
yellow
single
a
wore
Rayburn,
brother, Bill
Rowlett, Edna Gowans, and
Calloway County Public World is scheduled to meet at
and Mrs.
Mr.
Ill.;
Metropolis,
shade.
blending
.baby's
by
Janice Nix, all of Murray; David Ruth, Ashland; Mr. and
Shopping for senior citizens formal gown of ivory silk rose highlighted
Library at 10:30 a.m. All in- 6 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Both mothers had corsages
yellow
Mrs. Diane Sykes, Lowell, Mrs. Terry Clymer and Mr.
will be held and call 753-0929 georgette, combined with breath and tied with
terested persons are invited.
Each wore wisps of cymbidium orchids.
Ind., and Mrs. Sharon Stub- and Mrs. Gerald Easley,
by 9 a.m. for morning shop- ivory alencon lace, poised satin ribbon.
directed
was
wedding
The
in her hair.
blefield, Richmond.
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for over bridal peau de' soie. A of baby's breath
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Jennifer Rayburn, by Mrs. Juanita Lynn.
slightly raised bodice featured
Masters Allen Raytzurn, Wayne Davis, Frankfort.
afternoon shopping.
an Edwardian neckline which niece of the bide, served as
nephew of the bride, and John
Reception
was fashioned entirely of the junior bridesmaid. Her floor
Nix and Trip Nix gave
Paul
Rehedrsal binner
Following the ceremony a
alencon lace, intricately length dress was of ivory
of the guests a yellow
each
groom's parents, Dr.
The
eyelet over toffee featuring. reception was held at the satin rosebud filled with rice.
beaded in seed pearls.
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud
and
House
Club
Woman's
Murray
empire
and
sleeves
The double tiered capelet flounced
Following a wedding trip to were hosts for the rehearsal
with Mrs. J. D. Rayburn,
sleeves were designed of waistIrtle. She carried a
Head Island, S. C., the dinner held at the Holiday Inn,
Hilton
NOW AT HOME
georgette and terminated nosegay of yellow sweetheart cousin of the bride, as couple is now residing in their Murray.
By Abigail Van Buren
Mrs. Newell Doores is now
Max
Mrs.
and
below the elbow. Back roses and baby's breath tied director,
home at Panoratna Shores.
recuperating at her home on slightly
Covers were laid for 44,
was created with the with yellow satin ribbon. Her Underwood attending the
interest
Out of town guests included
having
Kirksey Route 1 after
a
register.
wisps
by
guest
hair was highlighted
inckiding the wedding
guests
waist
below
to
flowing
caplet
KopWilliam
Dr. and Mrs.
undergone knee surgery at
The four tiered wedding
of baby's breath on either
party, family members, and
gossamer but simple
A
length.
Oak
perud,
Ill.;
Park,
David
Paducah.
Lourdes Hospital,
cake was decorated with fresh
was side.
skirt
bias
easy
Kopperud, Naperville, Ill.; out of town guests.
Stubblefield of roses, ivy, and baby's breath.
Vernon
Dr.
The bridal couple presented
*axamear
Mrs. David Parker, Kansas;
. littiesto
Richmond served as best Each tier was also decorated Mr. and Mrs.
to their bridal attendants
gifts
James
Allen
man. Groomsmen were David individually with love birds,
the dinner.
after
Raybarn, Mrs. Cecil Brown,
DEAR ABBY: You were asked what you would do if you
Sykes of Lowell. Ind., and cherubs and hearts. The cake
were on an airplane and were forced to sit in the smoking
Billy Rue Nix of Murray. was placed on a round table
section because there were no more seats in no-smoking.
Ushers were Dr. Frank Rick- covered with a white satin
Presenting The New Look In
You said, "I'd speak to the flight attendant." •
man of Houston, Texas, and cloth.
flight
the
if
and,
Well, thanks a lot! I'm a flight attendant
The large serving table was
Br R AI NE Y A PPEFLSO
Ronnie Moore of Bowling
is full, the most I can do is try to get someone in the no.
covered with a white floor
Polite society has a few our Scodish coach drive, and Green.
smoking section to voluntarily give up his seat to sit with
See Your Previews In just 5 Worki4pays!
The.men attendants, along_ length linen cloth. Centering
"cardinal rules" that we all his warm outgoing perthe smokers. You Gan imagine how many people.gcefor_a.dea I
the
to
match
fun
It's
sonality.
I
the bride's brother, were the table wasiningeiliefit.
which
with
of
one
should follow,
like that.
attired in ginger tuxedoes, and of yellow roses and daisies and
Tell your readers that the best way to circumvent that -am getting ready to break - people with their country.
•Select from 15 to 20 traditional
Sightseeing is fine, and each wore a single yellow rose baby's breath in a silver wine
problem is to reserve seats well in advance. When flying
the one that says, when you
and creative poses - done in
standby, take the same attitude you would have at the gam
both studio and outdoors.
home from a trip, don't really necessary if you are boutonniere. The groom wore cooler flanked by a pair of
come
ing tables: you pays your money and you takes your chances. bore everybody with the gory traveling in a strange country, a candlelight tuxedo and a silver branched candelabra
•Ample, unhurried sitting time.
IN THE MIDDLE IN TEXAS
with each holding three
details. I'm not going to tell but talking with the people boutonniere of stephanotis.
•3 changes of clothing at no exDEAR IN: You are not only in the middle, you are in
For her daughter's wedding, burning tapers. Ivy was enyou every little item about our from the different cultures
tra charge.
error. Read on:
trip to the British Isles, just a really is my favorite thing. Mrs. Rayburn wore a formal twined with the tapers and ran
several
from
•Choose
TO
ALLERGIC
to
flash
table.
of
hot
a
the
center
Here's
the
fine,
but
is
places
along
other
Seeing
DEAR ABBY:
gown of hycinth silk georgette
few small tidbits.
desirable
packages.
airplanes.
on
smokers
by
annoyed
SMOKE,and to all others
First of all, the British Isles Oh, boy, give me America!! fashioned witha draped, self Fruit punch and champagne
•sitting fee only $5.
All domestic airlines are now required by law to provide a 'in landscape reminds me very There's no place like home! corded neckline with long slim punch were served from silver
if
no-smoking seat for every passenger who wants one, even
Canterbury neighbors, just and gossamer sleeves that punch bowls at either end of
much of this part of the
the entire plane has to be given over to non-smokers.
to set your mind at ease, and
were accented at the wrist the table. Nuts and mints were
trees,
green
of
lots
country,
planeload
whole
the
in
person
one
only
if
In other words,
We invite you to come in and
those
cars
what
all
to
explain
with a bias flounced cuff. The served from silver apfolk.
must
friendly
and
well-being
fields
and
lush
is a non-smoker, that person's comfort
see sample portraits, or call for
pointments.
July
with
a
all
of
weekend
were
doing
draped
was
waistline
pollute
All of my ancestors came
your personal appointment.
be considered above the whims of those who willfully
Serving for the reception
(502)753-0035.
from England, Scotland and 20 and 21st, at our house, Kate, matching bias sash which
the air with the stench and irritants of tobacco smoke.
wrapped to create a cum- were Mesdames Charlotte
Since you are more widely read than government regula
Ireland, so maybe that's why I our MSU senior, had the
Stubblefield, Elizabeth Hart,
summer outing for A 0 Pi merbund effect.
tions, you can render another great public service by
felt so at home.
Pat Miller, Emma Sue Huther
for
chose
they
time
At
Kopperud
this
Mrs.
disseminating this information:
Sorority.
a
was
event
Our first big
Fines up to $1,000 can be levied by Civil Aeronauts Board
make plans for rush, which son's wedding a formal gown son, Mary Moore Lassiter,
Bunratty
at
Banquet
Medieval
Murray, Ky.
118 S. 12th St.
on the basis of a single, legitimate, well-documented corn
Clarice SparkCastle in Limerick, Ireland, starts on the Murray State of willow green chiffon. A Kaye Carman,
plaint.
Alma
Bennett,
Helen
man,
22nd.
was
August
campus
neckline
slightly scooped
which takes you back in time,
Readers with such complaints should write to:
and is very authentic. A
CIVIL AERONAUTS BOARD
couple from our tour group
BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION
was crowned King and Queen
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20428
SMOKEY JOE for the night, which made for
DEAR ABBY: With so many irate readers voicing their lots of fun and toasting.
"right" to breathe air unpolluted by the stench and irritants
The music of Ireland,
of tobacco smoke while traveling by plane, may I have equal
Scotland, and England sticks
time?
I must travel over 100,000 miles a year on business, and I in my mind - of course the
think I'm entitled to be protected against screaming infants, music of Ireland naturally
pesky toddlers and talkative seat partners who interfere. brings forth such old favorites
with my concentration when I'm trying to read or get some as "The Rose of Tralee," and
deadline paperwork done.
"That's An Irish Lullaby." In
I also deserve protection from fellow travelers who drink
ar
Dublin at the Burlington Hotel
001.0.00see
too much and become boisterous and downright disgusting. where we stayed for two
And, when flying coach, I pray that I won't be seated
enIrish
the
nights,
0E6404 lare
three across with a fat person who invariably crowds me,
pill
tertainment in the hotel was
-breathes heavily and perspires a lot.
Irish
the
especially
tops,
Wouldn't life be beautiful if we could all insulate ourselves
tenor.
from those things that bug us'? But since we can't how about
In Scotland, they do love to
a little patience, flexibility and tolerance?
and sing, and they even
dance
ANOTHER OPINION
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con- persuaded Walt to dance the
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How Scottish fling, with one of the
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $I and a long, professional dancers, which
stamped (28 cents), self-addreased envelope to Abby: 132 he did very well.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
In Stratford-Upon-Avon, we
saw "Cymballne," presented
at the Shakespear Theatre, by
the Shakespearean Players,
and it was tremendous. It is
the only one of Shakespeare's
plays that has a happy 'ending,
and also one of his least known
Economy Twirling Lessons
plays, but if you have a chance
to see it on stage, don't miss it.
$7.00 Per Month
Last but not least, in Lonwe saw "Annie," played
don,
Group or Private Lessons Offered In:
to a full house, and oh, so
*Fancy strut
delightful. If you like "Little
*Solo twirling
Annie" in the funny
Orphan
twirl
'Dance
papers, you will love "Annie"
baton
three
&
'Two
"Hoop
on the stage. Most of you are
*Modeling -1 familiar with the best known
*Show routines
""•FALL REGISTRATION***
song from the production
called "Tomorrow."
Tuesdaz August 21 3 to 7 p.m. At the studio. Ages 4
eing a "people person," I
and up.
loved meeting the people from
All supplies available
the different countries - first
For information call 753-8064
comes to my mind, Anna, our
Sandy Coleman owner and instructor. Member NaIrish tour guide with her
tional Baton Twirling Association. Certified NBTA
wonderful sense of humor;
judge, contest and camp director. Judge at twirling
Ann, our English guide with
many
won
have
Students
Nationals for four years.
her beautiful speak voice
state and national awards.
and large vocabulary; Erie,
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Children's
Shoes

South Side Shopping Center
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i
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PRODUCE

UM=

Sugar

79c
Lb Bag

Corn
Cabbage
Yellow Ripe
Bananas
Washington

With $10.00
Order Or More

Register
For FREE

Prairie Farm

Apples

To Be
Given Away
Sat., Sept.,
1

Assorted Flavors
Gal.

c

State Fancy Yellow Donde.:

Bicycle

Sherbert
99

•

ma Save 70'

Dog $ft39
Food )
1.1

Crisco)

Ole South

Cobblers
Frosty Whip Dessert

24 Si.

ad
n

2 Lb

Savo 30

Ground Beef

Lux
i<4‘-.14

:., •

Liquid
For Dishes

ovoy
,
r
.
:

22.z.

Family
Pack

$1 19
Savo 23e

Lean Tender

Pork
Steak
$109

Pork
Cutlets Picnics
Field's
Boneless No Waste

$1139
"
Lean Meaty Bos
IN

sir

(
"
Lux

79
Ritz

Crackers

lb

TacoOr Shells

ton Butt

C
59

Pork Roast
99c

Save 10

Sealtest
Light & Lively

lb

wortimor• Mani

Pre-Leogoor

Bacon

Wieners

89

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

Milk

Field's
Sliced

12 oz. pkg. 89C

Bologna
$ 19

Ilk.1

Tuna

59c

Lock's
Brea! Northern Save 10
& Pinto

39C

17 Oz.

Sealtest
Light 8. Lively

Br
to
use
te

tog
lea
64
4

Garbage
Bags
Sweet See
Ham &

Cottage
Cheese 09c
24.z.

Dumpling

16 az
Save 11

f
ixis•

69c

Sure
Soper Dry

Bread

lei. Spray
Rag. $2.14

so
a

Chocolate ilfligg
Syrup
SYRUP
Super
Value

Deodorant

Rog. Slur Round Top

Savo 174

3

For

n t eat I ur rice

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
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Capitol Ideas

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
An Advisory Committee last night
was divided in opinion as to whether the
City Council should enact a payroll tax
for the city of Murray; however no
other method of increasing the city's
revenue was suggested.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Vernon
C. ( Jerutie ) Stubblefield, Sr., 87, Mrs.
Carrie B. Johns, 42, and Bernie Adams,

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

Another Warning
May Be On Way
WASHINGTON I AP) — Washington
in August ought to bear one of those
labels that read: "WARNING: The
Surgeon General has determined that
the heat and humidity in this place can
be hazardous to your health and
comfort."
So, it is no wonder that Sen Lowell
Weicker, R-Conn., was practically
shouted down when he suggested the
Senate forego its August recess.
"I have never seen so much power
arrayed on one issue on the Senate floor
as long as I have been here," said
Weicker.
Welcher was suggesting that the 96th
Congress forego the opportunity for a
first-hand look at solar energy on the
beaches, tennis courts and golf courses
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger di
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071

Funny World
Fran the time he was a teenager,
heavy-weight champ Rocky Marciano
developed his stamina with daily
roadwork.
Every morning, in fair weather or
foul, he would run for miles.
He did so much running in his native
Brockton, Mass., and neighboring
towns that it never occurred to him to
use any other means of transportation.
One time, the Brockton High football
team was to play in Quincy, some fifteen miles away, and Marciano and a
friend decided to go to the game
together.
"What time do you think we ought to
leave?" the friendasked.
"Not later than 11," said Marciano.
"That's a pretty long run."

Washington Today

of America.
Instead, he wanted his colleagues to
suffer the August heat and humidity in
Washington and work on energy
legislation.
Senators listened in stunned silence.
"If need be, fine, go home to your
constituents on the weekends," he said.
"I do not think they have many nice
things to say to many of us and they will
have fewer nice things to say when we
appear in our bathing suits or in our
tennis shorts or whatever, while they
are paying more for a gallon of gasoline
If they can get
' The idea horrified Sen. Bob Dole, RKan.
. "I think the American people may
have been saved by the recess," said
Dole. "We could have passed all the
legislation that has been proposed and
then thia where the American people
would be."
Dole had an additional motive he
shares with Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr.
of Tennessee. Both intend using the
August recess tO campaign for the 1980
Republican presidential nomination.
"Some have plans to visit a number
of states and some may visit only one,"
said Dole.
In fact, Dole suggested the only
trouble with the monthlong recess was
it will be too short."An extension might
actually help the American people," he
said. "Make it Oct. 1, and maybe extend the recess beyond Oct. 1."
"January," suggested Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C.

OR WWII',

MY HORSe
COULD WININ AWALK)
ga E
OTHERS
IN
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS

Political Timing
WASHINGTON (API — In politics,
timing is at least half the battle. And
this is the time of the summer doldrums
in Washington.
The only thing up is the thermometer.
Congress is on vacation and half the
government is on hold. Energy is a
nagging concern, but not a sharp pain
so long as there's enough gasoline to get
away to the mountains or the seashore.
All of that is going to make it more
difficult for President Carter to get the
action he wants on energy and to rally
Congress and the country against what
he sees as a crisis of confidence.
His domestic summit conference, his
dramatic appeals for action in
Washington and for public pressure to
bring that action, his shake-up and
purge of the Cabinet, all those moves
were made just before getaway time.
There has been no noticeable change
as a result of Carter's efforts to bring a
new look to his administration. He got
no new action out of Congress, and
nothing is going to happen there now
until well after Labor Day.
"I regret to say Congress has failed to
make adequate progress on the
president's proposals," said Vice
President Walter F'. Mondale as the
House and Senate vacation began.
Mondale noted that as the gasoline
lines eased,so did the pressure. He said
also that interest groups had stepped up
their own pressures on legislators.
Carter wanted immediate action on a
standby gasoline rationing plan. What
he got was a bill so amended by the
House with loopholes to accommodate
one interest or another that the administration termed it unacceptable.
and Senate Democratic Leader Robert
C. Byrd called it ludicrous.
There had been scattered suggestions
that Congress stay at work as evidence
that the energy problem really is
urgent. But there never was any real
chance of that.
Carter wanted his so-called "windfall
profits" tax on oil approved swiftly. It
Is stuck in committee in the Senate and
will stay there into the fall.
By that time, whatever impact
Carter achieved with his mid-summer
effort to give the administration a new

look may be largely forgotten.
The president intends to keep
pressing his case in public appearances. in hopes the voters wW give
their senators and House members a
message during and after the recess.
But his effort to prod Congress into
swift action simply did not work. Nor is
there evidence his reappraisal of administration strategy and the Cabinet
shake-up that followed have done much
to enhance his political standing.
The public opinion polls give them
mixed reviews at best.
In an Associated Press-NBC News
poll conducted July 24, after the most
dramatic of Carter's moves, 69 percent
of those surveyed said they consider the
president a weak leader. And 75 percent
said they didn't consider him tough
enough. Only 31 percent said they
wanted to see him run for re-election.

Bible Thought
w—
For the promise is unto sou, and
to your children. and to all that are
afar off. even as many as the Lord
our God shall call. Acts 2:39.
How wonderful that Peter's sermon on the day of Pentecost included us! Even though we were "afar
off," God was able to reach us in
His love.
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Hollis Miller is serving as minister of
the University Church of Christ.
Births reported include a boy, Donald
Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
McDougal on Aug. 5.
Miss Anne Warren Nance, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Max Nance of
Murray, was married to Glenn
Dewayne Swafford. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Doyle Swafford, Dyersburg,
Tenn., on June 22 at the East Dyersburg
Methodist Church, Dyersburg.
Members of the YWA and GA's of the
Flint Baptist Church attending camp at
Jonathan Creek are Martha Beale,
Patsy Hopkins, Dortha Jackson,
Barbara Brittian, Zandra Bailey,
Deccie Bailey, Debbie Miller, Maurita
Rickman, Becky Imes, Susan Imes,
Patsy Miller, Lee Aruia Colson, and
Sandy Moody, along with their counselor, Mrs. Lula B. Miller.

WiNDFA

hEARTUN,
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: A friend of mine
recently mailed a letter that had to get
to the destination the next day. He used
a special means of mailing it and it did
get there the next day. Do you have any
information on this overnight mailing
service? — K.S.
Your friend probably mailed his
letter by "express mail." The U.S.
Postal Service has recently announced
the adoption of express mail — an official class for guaranteed same-day or
overnight delivery of mail. Express
Mail service is the first major new class
of mail since the introduction of airmail
in 1918.
Express mail began as an experimental overnight delivery service
in 1970 between Washington, D.C., and
New York City, and is now offered in
most major metropolitan areas in the
country. Its delivery record during the
years of testing shows that more than 95
percent of all shipments were delivered
on time with over 99 percent of those
delivered within 24 hours.
Basic features of express mail include mailing items of up to 70 pounds,
with merchandise insurance up to $500
and document reconstruction insurance
up to $50,000 at no additional cost.
Domestic shipments are guaranteed. If
a customer's shipment is not available
for pickup or isn't delivered at the
stated time, postage can be refunded

20 1 ears Ago

enjoy sharing our experiences with
unless the delay was caused by a strike
others. We checked on several pen pal
or work stoppage.
Four types of express mail service
clubs and found that they cater to
are offered: next-day office-to-post
persons who are single. We would like
office addressee service; same-day
to write to others as a hobby that we
airport-to-airport service; customercould share together. Is this acceptable
designated service to and from any
in your club? — C.D. and RD.
combination of the customer's
Yes, this is very acceptable to us. We
premises, designated post offices or
have many husbandand wife members
airpOrt mail facilities; and inin our club. And we also have many
ternational service to a limited number
husbands and wiles who are members
of countries.
singly, even though they are married.
For further information and details
The only restriction we have in our club
on the availability of express mail in
is that applicants be over the age of 50.
your community, check with your local
This would be a very nice, and inexpostmaster or postal customer service
pensive, way for a married couple to
representative.
write and meet other couples in their
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
own area or in other parts of the
ages 65 and 66. We are both retired and
country.
are finding a lot of time on our hands
For full details on our club, write to
with nothing to do. We have noticed
Heartline's American 60 Club, 114 East
your mention of your Pen Pal Club in
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
your column but have been hesitant to
45381. Please send a long, selfwrite:ITC-are both very much--tn;'--addressed,stamped envelope with your
terested in other people and would
yrequest for information.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

Business Mirror

Some Thoughts
On U.S. Inflation
NEW YORK (AP) — "Knowledge of
our limitations seems to me to be the
beginning of wisdom," said Paul
Volcker as he took the oath of office as
chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board.
The statement, made mainly in
reference to the oppresive inflation
rate, is most likely true. But it is true
also that the problems exist to some

The Story Of

-15S

Calloway County
and Kerby Jennings
1822-1976 By
Dorothy

14110,111,19711
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The county scorecard of life and death was being maintai
ned
well in balance, including the marriage of Carl Lamb
and Shelly
Harmon on Paris Bridge. Brother Mac Pool presided,
the 1253rd
ceremony since being ordained a minister by the Methodi Church.
st
The kindly little Brother Mac was recognized as the grand
champion marrying parson of all western Kentucky. Most of his
tying
efforts were under the famous matrimonial Chestnut Tree
just east
of Hazel and over the state line and fully six miles west
of Hell-ForSartin Creek where the first muleobile surfaced—whatever
this contrivance happened to be has not been determined but was recorde
d
as a conveyance for eloping couples.
The Chestnut Tree was only a short distance from the Hazel
Hotel where Bumpas Braswell was attacked by a vicious dog in
the back yard of the premises. The lad was severely bitten on the
leg. In the opinion that the dog had rabies, the parents of the
youth declined the new medical Pasteur Treatment and substituted
the application of the Mad Stone, owned by Mrs. John Jackson.
The Mad Stone was heated brimming hot, applied to the wound
for two hours, removed arid cleaned and re-applied in a similar
manner for the second time; thereupon removed upon the assurance
from, Mrs. Jackson the lad would not go mad. He recovere
d.
Murray High School gradtiated an all-female class composed
of Elaine Meloan, Bernice L. Edwards and Vera Dunn on May 3,
1912, acclaimed as one of the most successful years in the history
of the school. The Calloway County High School at Hazel had
previously closed a successful year with the first graduation exercises being held April 17. The subscription school at Cherry' Corner,
one of the last to be held in the county, ended a successful year.
The dues-paying school at Cherry Corner took ulz; books in January
following the closing of the common school in December, announced
also a well attended and profitable term in • the hustling community
where P. P. Underwood operated a thriving dry goods trade in addition to a hotel and other businesses.
Tragic occurrences reported in the county for 1912 included
the death of two Dexter youths, Otis Jeffrey, 17, and Charles Mizell,
18, when they fell asleep on the railroad tracks the night of July 4.
Their bodies were mangled by the midnight freight.

To Bs Continued

extent because of our failure to
acknowledge limitations.
Two reminders:
1. At the peak of one of the longest
economic expansions in the nation's
history, the Carter administration has
run up some of the biggest budget
deficits of all time.
Budget deficits, which result
essentially from trying to do more than
can be afforded, generally are thought
to be acceptable during times of
recession. During expansions they are
considered inflationary.
Washington wasn't the only administration guilty of seeking to exceed
its limits. Many state and local
governments did too.
2. Consumer installment credit in
June reached $292.48 billion, 17.1
percent higher than in June 1978. The
buying binge was so strong that some
economists believe it prolonged the
expansion by a year.
At the same time, the ability to take
on more debt was declining. The
worker's take-home pay was falling —
by 0.4 percent in January, compared to
a year earlier. By 0.8 in February, and
1.8 in March.
After a pause in April, the fall accelerated to 3.3 percent in May. By
then, repayment of debt was taking 21
percent of disposable income, an alltime high. Savings had shrunk; debt
was oppressively large.
Many Americans resorted to a wellknown but once scorned technique for
raising money: They let inflation
finance them: they remortgaged their
homes,and used the money so raised to
buy consumer goods.
Morgan Guaranty Trust estimated
this week that in each of the past two
years homeowners have drawn out —
borrowed -- $50 billion in spendable
cash from the rise in market values of
their homes. And thus sharply raised
their monthly mortgage bill.
The question now is whether, as
Volcker suggested, the country has
recognized it limits and is ready to trod
the path of wisdom. There are indications it has.
—President Carter has restated his
intention of using what he calls budget
restraint to lessen the pressure on
prices.
—The new head of the Fed, and G.
William Miller, the new Secretary of
the Treasury, have declared their intention of using their offices to check
the demands that lead to inflation.
- Spending restrictions, some of
them similar to the Proposition 13
limitations in VCalifornia, have been
enacted in several states — in as many
as 20, depenfiing upon the interpretation.

Parker Motors, local Ford dealer,
has been awarded three all expense
paid trips for a total of six people due to
being one of 140 dealers in a sales
promoting contest, according to an
announcement trom the Ford Motor
Company. Mr. and Mrs. John Parker
will go to Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands, and Mr. and Mrs.
James Parker and Mr. and Mrs Joe
Parker will go to Bermuda.
A film on "Previews of Progress,"
famous General Motors Science Show,
will be presented Aug. 10 in the banquet
room, Student Union Building, Murray
State College.
The Rev. Calvin Mauser of
Madisonville will be speaker at the
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
Church revival starting Aug. 9, according to the Rev. Willard Basham,
Jr., pastor.
Mrs. Josiah Darnall will open her
private kindergarten at 1311 Poplar
Street, Murray, on Sept. 14.

30 Years Ago
Winners

In- the August Primary
Election were Barkley Jones, state
representative; R. Hall Hood, county
judge; Nat Ryan Hughes, county attorney; Lester Nanny, county court
clerk; Wayne J. Flora, sheriff; James
L. Johnson, tax commissioner; Ed
Burkeen, jailer; Max H. Churchill,
coroner; H.M. Workman, Freeman
Willoughby, T. A. Willoughby, Robert
L. Wallace, E. B. Adams,Luther Suggs,
John Ramsey, and Roy Brandon,
county magistrates; Elias Robertson,
city judge; W. Vernon Hale, J. E.
Littleton, Guy Billington, Wells Purdorn, Ila E. Douglas, and Burgess
Parker, city councilmen.
Local Girl Scouts attending camp at
Bear Creek were Fidelia Austin,
Annette Ward, Sandra Lancaster,
Nancy Jetton, Leah Dell Hopkins,
Beverly White, and Patsy Shackelford.
The marriage vows of Miss Oneida
Ahart to Loyd Elbert Boyd were
solemnized on Aug. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Cameron Pool are
spending two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Bourland, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Pool, and Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Pool, all
of Detroit, Mich.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug.8, the 220th
day of 1979. There are 145 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1588, British sea forces
under Sir Francis Drake destroyed the
Spanish Armada in a battle off the coast
of France.
On this date:
In 1673, the Dutch recaptured New
York and New Jersey from the British.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte sailed
for St. Helena to spend the rest of his
life in exile.
In 1846, the Smithsonian Institution
was founded in Washington, D.C.
Ten years ago: France devalued the
franc by 12.5 percent to help cope with a
massive loss of gold and dollar'
reserves.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon said in a broadcast to the nation
he would resign at noon the next day
because he no longer had a strong
political base in,Cowess.
One year ago: he White House
announced that President Anwar Sadat
of Egypt and Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin were being invited to
a meeting with President Carter at
Camp David on Sept. 5 to discuss the
Mideast impasse.
Today's birthdays: Former Supreme
Court Justice and Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg is 71 years old. Sen. John
Culver, D-Iowa, is 47. Sen. Robert
Stafford, R-Vt., is 66. Actress Sylvia
Sidney is 69. Singer Mel Tillis is 47.
Thought for today: We must open the
doorwof opportunity. But we must also
equip our people to walk through those
doors - President Lyndon Johnson,
1908-1973
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Soviet Authority Says Normal
Life Span Should Be 150 Years
13 SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW AP) - A Soviet
authont% on reanimation —
the science of bringing the
dne
yi
hack to life - says the
normal life span of humans
should be about 150 years, and
n"heal life-saving techniques
e bringing that goal nearer.
Dr. Vladimir Negovsky,
who for 40 years has been
reversing the process of
death, said in an interview
that most people die before

the should because of human
••inechanical
breakdowns"
that can be repaired.
Death, he says. is not a.
moment but a process, a
natural process
He and his staff at the
Laboratory of Heanunatology
have been pioneers in the
search for was s to prolong the
period of -clinical 'death,"
when a patient whose heart
has stopped can be revived.
During this period they use
such measures as artificial
respiration, heart massage,
". .Vs.'o"fv.:_".02AVALF.AW.til"
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electric shock, drugs and
treatment
against
hypothermia
subnormal
bogy temperature ) and
hypoxia oxygen starvation )
to reverse the death process.
Negovsky said he has
learned to prolong this critical
period from an average of five
or six minutes to 10 or 15
minutes. Fie said he expects to
lengthen this to two or three
hours by lowering body
temperatures.
Nego%•sky, one of the world's
leading authorities in the field,
has persuaded the Soviet
medical establishment to set
up sonic 200 reanimation
wards around the country, to
equip its large cities with
eni erg encycare
"reanimobiles" and to train
_doctors everywhere in his
techniques. He said because of
this, thousands of people are
alive today who would not
have survived accidents or
hospital complications.
Soviet scientists •'recognize
that a new- medical specialty
has been created," he wrote
last year in the journal
Problems of Philosophy.
"It has been established
through
numerous
investigations
that
the
organism's vital functions do
not fade out simultaneously:
the first to cease is the functioning of the cerebral cor-

tex, then the functions 4 the
stem portions fade out then
respiration, cardiac activity,
and other vital functions
The more the procts.s is
understood, and the more
doctors learn to battle It, the
less excuse there is for nany
of the deaths that occur every
day, Negovsky said.
•'People say a person died
of loss of blood," he contInued.
-In the eyes of reanin,ators
this is a crime. A person
cannot die of loss of blood. To
save such a person is not
complicated.
-Our studies show that
death is not so mysterious as
we had thought. Deatt. is a
biological phenomenon just
like many other biological
phenomena. You can study it
in detail and learn how to
reverse the Process."-OLD TORTOISE
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
1AP —When he was 7 years
old, Rudolf Hulak found a
tortoise at a swimming pool.
He took it home and looked
after it.
Today, 60 years later, the
tortoise is still with him. It
spends the winter in the cellar
but as soon as the first spring
lettuce is available it crawls
out. Lettuce and cherries are
its favorite foods.

Storey's
IFC3C313
GIANT
Save 40'Lb.

Save 30' Lb.

Sliced Slab

Hyde Park
Sliced

BACON

ir Cent

it Right

Save 4
U.S.
ch

BACON

Family
Pack

89
Boneless Boston Butt

gielti STEAK
Stew Meat
isifitzt CHOPS

s239 PORK ROAST

USDA Choice

VAWEFULL

Carrots
Green Onions
Cabbage

BANANAS
3 Lbs.

Cucumbers or
Bell Peppers

Garlic

PEACHES

3/sr
2/59'

89'

48' Lb
NECTARINES
OR
RED PLUMS

59' Lb

•

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Fom.

Limit 1 Per Fom.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Fon),
Betty Crochet

Limit 1 Per Fom
Mrs. lortorweri

Sno
Country
Bolk
794
rune
Pound Coke
Syruf
28 oz.
Geed Ody AI*es
Exp. Aug. 14th

10qt.
•

. 1 69.
$

ford Ooly At Ws
Exp. Aug. 14th

16 oz.

69;

hod 011, At Wes
Exp. Aug. 14th

24 oz.
.
JP'

$ 09

SW Oeh Al Wires .
Exp. Aug. 14th

...
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fam
Corers
•
'Soap

Rim. Size

3/49
4
het

Sit Al Wei
ExproAug. 14.h
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orey's Food an.. A Super Way To Save

Save 87' On One
G&H

Prices Good
Aug. 8th
Thru
Aug. 14th
ir Center

Store Hours
I8 a.m. to 11 p.m
Everyday

it Rights Reserved

*Everday Low Shelf Pri="14 1
*Super Specials
*Super Inflation Fighters
*Choice Meats
*Fresh Quality Produce
*Super Savings

SUGAR

C
51.13EI
Bog
Limit One Per Family
With $10.00 Additional Order
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

To Save
Blue Bonnet

Breyers

MARGARINE

ICE CREAM
Y2

$4 79

lb

Pa ies

towbri _

' Pork & Beans
sl
79

4199'

opsh's Great Northern

3/88'

$139
lb

11

99‘

IC

Vernor s

$189

Gin erale

6 pk

Gel.

Except Butter Pecan

Kraft

Miracle Whip

Ore Ida Golden

Crinkles
Drinks
Souptime

Scot Lod Frozen Orange

Beans

79

Juice

12 oz

46 oz.

99'
65'

4 pk.

59'

2 lb. bog

Hi C

87'

Nestles

Kroft Wrapped

$1 39

Singles

12 oz.

Country Time
Lemonade

MIX
$169
10 Qt.

(with coupon below)

We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stamps
SuperInflation Fighters... A Super Way To Save
0000i.
43
)

De"

Here at Storey's we want to help you fight inflation by passing manufacturers discounts on
to you. Super inflation fighters can help you fight rising food costs.

_ Storey's A Super Way To Save

Spaghetti Plate
Pasta
Sauce
Slaw
Roll

$109

Kraft

B.B.Q. Sauce

(baked in store)

doz.89'

11qt.

Hunts
Catsup
24 oz 7
'
84
Wes 63'

VP°

3/994

$11 59
Sunshine
Krispy

Crackers
Wes 76'
1 lb. box

69

Frozen & Dairy Specials

Ice Cream

gal.

'279

qt.

89`

1

Scot Lad

Catsup

2/8' 4
Was 51'

Was 43'

Old Fashion Bucket

3/99'

Del Monte

Pot Pies

Wes 51.99

89'
$1 39
lg.
I

Basque

Mix

Wes OS'
1 11 oz. 694

Sub. Sandwich
Bologna
Cookies
Cupcakes
Spice Balls

Down Rome
Lentenede

•

Ice Milk
/
1
2 gel

Welch's
Grope

Lipton
Instant

Wisk

Jelly

Tea

Detergent
Was $1.48
32 oz.

Wes 99'
20 Oz.

794

Now
$719
3 oz.

99; w..$1

$1 29

Wes $2.42

Limit 1 Per FQT.
Caress
'Soap

Reg. Size

3/69;
&ad oh Al Storet's

Exp. Aug 14h

-

COUPON
unlit 1 Per Fern.

Sherbet

COUPON

COUPON

limit 1 Pr Pam.

Wbk

Pillahery

Wield

.0..D1129

APPILicksY
' 07- .
7ost.

Osii iiii bane
Exp. Aug. 14th

Ind edr At WWI
Exp. Aug. 14th

Lux
•

22 oz.

,
—

Doughnuts

1... 59'

Borden Skim American

ueved

.

-

Everfresh Mini

Limit 1 Per Fam.

79

4

Cheese

kW Ilah AtSew%

Pillsbury Hungry Jack

Exp. Aug. 14th

Biscuits

5129
12 oz.

5c,. 3/79'

Edon
Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll
Now 694;
Was 79'

West

COUPON

05

0.
Cord Not Punched

Sports
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Simmply Said

Vitas Ousts Purcell;

Giants' No. 1 Draft Pick Says
Improvement Coming Day By Day
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports Writer
PLE ASA NTV ILLE, N. Y. — Phil Simms
says he can feel the transformation from
college star to rookie quarterback happening daily.
The process is not easy, but the Giants'
top pick is coming along fine.
"I can feel myself improving, I really
can," Simms said Tuesday. "People told
me I'm looking better on the field. I'm
starting to feel really natural. It's coming
along."

Simms was a slow starter. . .
prompting practice watchers to
snicker that the Giants had
made yet another mistake with
a first-round draft pick.
Simms will be making his professional
debut Saturday in the Giants second
preseason game against the Steelers.
It's a bit ironic, because Simms has been
compared to Pittsburgh quarterback
Terry Bradshaw from the day the Giants
made him their surprise No. 1 draft pick.
When I think about Pittsburgh, I don't
think about Terry Bradshaw," said the
Morehead State graduate. "I'm thinking
about their defense, they do a lot of
things."
Simms stood on the sidelines and watched Randy Dean and Joe Pisarcik
quarterback the Giants to a 27-7 victory
over Cleveland in their preseason opener.
But Saturday,it's Simms and Fred Besana
against the Super Bowl champion Steelers.
"Coach Perkins hasn't told us yet who's
going to start. I'm just going to prepare

like I'm going to play and get as ready as I
can," Sinuns said.
"I knew I wasn't going to play against
Cleveland and that helped me relax," he
continued. "I was able to keep up with
what was going on. It was a pretty good
feeling. I knew the plays as they were
going in and was able to see how the other
quarterbacks reacted."
Sinuns was a slow starter in the Giants
camp, prompting practice watchers to
snicker that the Giants had made yet
another mistake with a first round draft
pick.
He's the first to admit he doesn't expect
to contribute much this year, but he says
he can feel himself improving daily.
"I've been real happy with what I've
done the last 10 cloys," he said after
morning-long meetings Tuesday. "I've
been throwing real good, picking up the
reads real good. It was mentally tough at
first, the new environment, new people.
but hopefully I'm starting to make
progress."
Many of the Giants privately admitted
they felt Perkins and General Manager
George Young should have gone for an
established college star like O.J. Anderson, Charles Alexander or Kellen Winslow.
But they haven't let those feelings affect
their relationship with Simms. "I'm just
treated like anybody else. I'm just one of
the,players, at least I'd like to think so. I
didn't expect this much attention from the
media."
He's handling the pressure well, even
the comparisons to Bradshaw.
"There he is, the Giants golden boy,"
said defensive end Gary Jeter as he
strolled by Simms. "The Giants' Terry
Bradshaw. SticR with me, kid, and I'll get
you on the cover of Time magazine."
They both had a good laugh.

Wierray Ledger & Times

Top-Seed Connors
Ready To Be No. 1
Portions by Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS
—
Murrayan Mel Purcell fell to
No. 3-seed Guillerpo Vilas of
Argentina 6-2, 6-2 yesterday in
first-round action of the U.S.
Clay Court championship.
Meanwhile, top-seed Jimmy

,Lininly I Mb'won four games.
MEL
PURCELL
loses
to Vilas

Murray East
Takes Little
League Victory
MADISONVILLE. Ky. —
Risty Wright knocked in the
tying and winning runs with a
uble as Murray East edged
do
.
MarganfieId, Ky., 5-4 last
night in a first-round game of
a •.16-team Little League
baseball tournament.
ijvlurray West, another local
tstam, plays Deer Creek
tight in another first-round
Rietchup, while Murray East
advances to a Friday night
ctintest.
pennis Thurmond went the
ctIptance for Murray East on
the mound; striking out 10 and
aralking one. Chris Starks
tielted two doubles, and Joel
donoley and Shanie Guthrie
apded hits for the winners.

VIETNAM BOOTS
19.95
di; )

,

•

Oloarokto ciaMeol roils tilt
Nxb
mod ANY
rakanatol to cotton mod ailmUs
.ppen Site plate la as*
anotochoo mad ,aueload
*melt Yu/tamed sica lecalat
era Nil sues 4017 5 Mrs

JERRY'S
SPORTING GOODS
'

Mayhew kr 6th and Walnut
247 4704

in the first, it was right-hander
Jim Slaton who took the
mound
for
Milwaukee.
Caldwell, tackled by New
York's Reggie Jackson during
a game 11 days before,
claimed a rib cage injury.
Needless to say, Weaver's
protest was announced long
before the Brewers beat his

Orioles 7-5 Tuesday night.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sixto Lezcano, Gorman
Thomas and Dick Davis each
hit two-run shots for the
Brewers, who had lost seven

He was too good then and he
got past me tonight. I was
serving well, but he returns so
well."
John McEnroe, the No.2
seed, won his first-round
match against Mike Cahill, 75, 6-1. Poland's Wojtek Fibak,
eoasted past Andres Maurer
of West Germany 6-2, 6-2, and
No.13 seed Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia
beat
Australia's Ross Case 7-5,6-1.
Chris Evert Lloyd, winner of
four straight Clay Court
championships from 1972
through 1975, continued her
dominance Tuesday with
victories over Paula Smith
and Wendy White.
Lloyd opened Tuesday's
play with a 6-1, 6-0 triumph
over Smith, then moved into
the third round with a 6-2, 7-5
victory over White. She was
paired today against unseeded
Renate Tomanova,
Second-seeded Kerry Reid
of Australia,beat Diane Desfor
7-6, 5-7, 6-3. No.3 seed Evonne
Goolagong Cawley, also of
Australia, advanced by
beating Betsy Nagelsen 6-0, 6-

Connors, buoyed with renewed
enthusiasm by the birth of his
first child, feels he's ready to
climb out of a rut that has cost
him the world's No.1 tennis
ranking.
Connors, playing in his first
tournament since the arrival
of his son, Brett, last week,
opened defense of his title with
a 6-4, 7-5 victory over Mark
Edmondson of Australia.
havk a much clearer
mind than in the last couple of
months," Connors said afterwards. "This is my first
child, and if I wasn't thinking
about that I wouldn't be much
of a father."
"I've got to support three
'mouths now, so I'd better
win," he joked.
Calloway County football ach Stan Outland mode a point during his team's workout yesterday.
Connors, who has won the
The takers, who will compete on the varsity level for the first time, open their season Aug. 24
Clay Court championship
against Union County at Ro. Stewart Stadium, where Calloway will play all its home games.
every even-numbered year
since 1974, dropped to second
in the world standings behind
Bjorn Borg, who passed up
this tournament this year.
Connors said his son has
provided "a new incentive for
of their last eight games. Lee California Angels 9-5, the
victory over Seattle and me. He gives me something to
May and Pat Kelly hit homers Minnesota Twins trimmed the
moving Minnesota into second play for again."
for the Orioles, with Kelly's Seattle Mariners 5-2, the
place in the West Division.
"It got to where I thought I
blast marking his third of the Chicago White Sox downed the
The Murray Tiger Athletic
was too good. Maybe I was too
year as a pinch-hitter.
New York Yankees 9-5, the
White Sox 9. Yankees 5 — good. I thought all I had to do Booster Club will hold its first
In the other American Toronto Blue Jays edged the
Alan Bannister hit a two-run was walk on the court and I meeting of the 1979-8(1 school
League games Tuesday night, Kansas City Royals 3-2, and
single while Chet Lemon and would win. Now, I've gone year Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
the Boston Red Stoi bombed the Detroit Tigers swept the
Rusty Torres added two-run back to the routine that got me football practice field.
the Cleveland Indians 12-3. the Texas Rangers 3-1 and 8-2.
homers to help Chicago beat where I was in the first place,
Head football coach John
Oakland A's upended the
New York.
Hina will present the coaching
the No.1 player in the world."
Red Sox 12, Indians 3 —
Reggie Jackson drove in two
"I'ni not out here just to staff and team members and
Carlton Fisk drove in three
runs with two hits — one of horse around. If I'm gonna be will discuss the upcoming
runs with a two-run single and them the 360th homer of his
witb,es
I'tm. gonna be in it to be season. An opportunity to
a solo home run, and Butch
career.
arrange for season football
the
Hobson added a three-run
Connors' victory put him tickets and booster club
triple in Boston's six-run sixth
Blue Jays 3, Royals 2 — into a second-round match membership will be provided.
Rick Cerone's single in the today against Pavel Slozil of A sandwich buffet will be
as the Red Sox ripped
Cleveland.
bottom of the ninth scored Czechoslovakia, a 6-2, 6-0 provided.
pinch-runner J.J. Cannon and
A's 9, Angels 5 — Pinch- gave Toronto its victory over
hitter Mike Heath hit a bases- Kansas City.
loatied single in the seventh
Otto Velez opened the ninth
inning, driving in two runs and
with a walk and was replaced
Oakland
past at first base by Cannon, who
the raw statistics -- 660 home sending
took second on Rick Bosetti's
runs, a .302 lifetime batting California.
The Angels went ahead 4-3 single, third on a force play,
average, more than 3,000 hits.
But those are cold numbers, in the top of the seventh on and scored on Cerone's hit.
figures that can never capture Don Baylor's broken-bat
Tigers 34, Rangers 1-2 — A
the verve and excitement that single, which delivered Rick
Miller and raised Baylor's pair of two-run homers by
was Willie Mays.
Jerry
Morales powered
Watching a youthful Mays RBI total to 98.
Detroit to victory in the
play baseball in general and
Twins 5, Mariners 2 — Glenn nightcap after Steve Kemp's
center field in particular, you
got the distinct feeling that Borgmann hit two doubles and two-run homer in the ninth
this game and this position a single and drove in three inning gave the Tigers the
were invented for him_ He had runs, giving the Twins their opener.
a style, a manner that was
unforgettable.
Hit a routine fly ball and
Mays would drift back slowly
and catch it comfortably with
a basket technique that
delighted the fans. Hit a long
drive and Mays woqld.ilash
after it, often running it down
with the speed of a frisky colt,
as his hat flew off during the
pursuit.
The Polo Grounds, located
in the upper reaches of
Manhattan, was an oddly
constructed
oval-shaped
stadium with short distances
LOS ANGELES — Manny Anand Amritraj of India, 6-0,
in left and right field and acres Mota tied Smokey Burgess' 3-6, 6-3; Sashi Menon of India
of landscape in center. It
was major league record for defeated Ray Moore of South
perfect for Willie Mays arid career pinch-hits with his Africa, 7-5, 6-2: Rick Fagel
Willie Mays was perfect for it.' 144th, an infield single in the bested Blaine Willenborg 3-6.
Wit,(1:G0w Bread orul
0
Comil,not,on Solnd ve,• Ph MP();
He was purely and simply eighth inning of the Los 7-5. 6-2; and George Amaya
an artist in the outfield,
Molina of
a Angeles Dodgers' game edged Ivan
Picasso equipped v,ith a glove against Houston.
Colombia,74,6-4.
instead of a brush.
GOTEBORG, Sweden -Super Special For Kids
ROCHESTER, N.Y. — Gary World Cup and European
y
'
,,pa gho.Itiand Sald
Andy North were champion Steve Ovett of
and
Player
a
m often, the vain., of
declared co-winners of the Britain pulled away midway
baseball is obscui rat by
of- first PGA Grand Slam of Golf through the race
and captured
fensive accomplishme
nts. Tuesday after both shot 3- the 1,500
meters event at an
How many home runs
can overpar 73s at the Oak Hill international
track and field
Dave Kingman or Mike
Sch- Country Club's East Course. ' meet.
,
midt hit and who can hit them
In other events, Houston
farther? Never mind the
Ikil RI 1 111 ()% DRINKS
other
McTear captured the 100
parts of the game that
By the Associated Press
make
You Can't fat This Good
baseball so
DUBLIN, Ohio — Top- meters in 10.56 seconds and
fascinating.
Bill
Green
crushed
captured
Concentrate on the power.
Dibbs
the
400
Eddie
in
at home for 99'
Use seeded
your clout.
Russell Simpson of New 46.27. James Robinson took
NOW LUXURIOUS
Sorry, but that's not the
6-0, 6-2 in a first round the 800 meters in 1:46.79.
way Zealand
it ought to be. There is
Double
A
$75,000
AU
Grand
champ
Prix
Henry
a
of
match
DINING FOR
Haire to
Marsh cickked a disappointing
this game than runs and hits. tennis tournament.
380 PEOPLE
There are, remember,
In other action, seventh- 8:43.26 in winning fie 3,000errors,
as well.
seeded Terry Moore defeated meter steeplechase.

Stacked Orioles: Brewers Con Weaver, Start Slaton
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It is one of a manager's
simpler duties. He comes to
the ballpark, sees who is
pitching for the other team,
and makes out his lineup card
accordingly.
If the opposing pitcher is
lefthanded — Milwaukee's
Mike Caldwell, for example —
the manager is likely to stack
his attack with right-handed
batters.
That's just what Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver did
Tuesday night when informed
Caldwell would be facing his
Orioles.
Caldwell warmed up, but
after the Brewers had batted

winner against Argentina's
Fernando
Dalla-Fontana
Tuesday.
Connors trailed Edmondson
4-3 in the first set and 5-4 in the
second set before rallying to
his victory.
"I was pleased with the way
I played," Edmondson said.
"'The last time I played

Tiger Booster

Meeting Is Set

Young Willie Mays Revives

Memories Of The Complete

Professional Baseball Player
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Have you ever watched a
bird in flight, moving
gracefully, effortlessly
through the skies?
Stop for a moment the next
time you see one. Study it and

then perhaps you will be able
to understand what it was like
to watch a young Willie Mays
play center field at the Polo
Grounds.
They hung a plaque in the
Hall of Fame at Cooperstown,
N.Y., the other day that offers

Face To Face
Rockets Seeking $1.4 Million
For Decking Of Tomjanovich
By the Associated Press
HOUSTON — Attorneys for
the Los Angeles Lakers,
defendants in a multimillion
dollar damage suit, are attempting to prove that the
punch suffered by Houston
Rocket star Rudy Tomjanovich came after another
Rocket player touched off the
dispute.
A federal court jury viewed
a film of the Laker-Rocket
game of Dec. 9, 1977 in which
Tomjanovich was hit in the
face by the Lakers' Kermit
Washington.
But defense attorney Robert
Dunn told the jury that before
Tomjanovich was hit, Rocket
center Kelvin Kunnert had
given Washington an elbow in
the face.
A fight erupted, with the
film showing Kunnert hit by
Washington. Tomjanovich is
viewed trotting toward the
scuffle and receiving a
swinging right fist flush in the
face.
Kunnert, now a teammate of
Washington on the San Diego
Clippers, said, "I never threw
an elbow. Washington was
holding onto my trunks during
a fast break and I was just
trying t. knock his hands
away."

Dunn insisted Kunnert look
at the film closely and Kunnert answered, "That wasn't
an elbow."
The film was shown in both
black-and-white and in color,
in normal and slow motion.
Earlier, Robert Reid, a
Houston forward, viewed the
film and said it appeared to
him that Kunnert had swung
an elbow at Washington.
A Houston surgeon testified
the face of Tomjanovich had
to be rebuilt like "a jigsaw
puzzle ... like putting a
cracked
eggshell
back
together with scotch tape."
Dr. Daniel C. Walker, an
oral and face surgeon, said he
had "never seen such damage
made by a bare human fist. I
have seen people with less
severe injuries and not make
it
The Rockets are seeking
$1.4 million from the Lakers
for the loss of Tomjanovich
during most of the 1977-1978
season.
Dr. Walker also testified
that Tomjanovich will be
troubled throughout his life
with pressure on his sinuses,
possibly loss of his teeth at an
early age, and a susceptibility
to meningitis.

Only 3 More
Weeks Left
Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special
of
Two Places!

Sports Briefs

Mota Equals Pinch-Hit
Mark; Player, North

Declared Slam Winners

Italian Spaghetti
Special

.2 P,

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
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Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
11
Pet. GB
74 37
Baltimore
M7 $6 41
Boston
1$
Milwaukee
N 411
VS le
SO 51
Neer York
SO 14
57 53
l *iron
.5111 16%
leveland
56 56
415 11
34 71
1 arum*
.301 this
WEST
taktornia
14 50
MI *nneauta
51 ST
5V
4
14 63
ezas
SD
4*
56 56
Kansas City
500
6*
rlurago
49 61
44 13
seattie
It 66
421 16
()Wand
54 79
301 31.4
Theaday's Games
Detrott 3-4. Texas i-T
Boston II, Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 7, Baltimore 5
Toronto 3, Kansas City
Chicago 9, New York 5
(,UkJandS, Califon:us 5
kihrinesota 5, Seattle 2
Wedseaday's Gasses
Cleveland Wise 114 and SPillner 5-3(
si Boston iStanley 11-7 and Ranks 114(, 2
California (Free 10-li at Castled
Keough 0-131
Texas (Jenkins 114 and Johnson 4-121
at Detroit (Underwood 6.2 and Robbins 011.
Milwaukee Travers 14) at Baltimore
'Stone 9-7), n
Chicago (Trout 04) at New Tort (Tient
7-4 n
Minnesota Gotta 1041 at Seattle 1Bannister 6.10, n
Only games schedule
Thursday's Gasket
Cleveland at Boston. n
Milwaukee at Baltimore, n
Kansas City at Toronto, n
Chicago at New York, n
Texas at Detroit, n
Only games scheduled

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
L.
Pe. GB
Masbate
63 47
573
Montreal
61 *
570
vs
Chicago
56 49
NI
336
St Lows
63 1.3
AS
7
Miladelptua
57 56
.10
7
New York
II $2
.43$
WERT
Houston
11 4$
171
Cinaruiati
62 53
6.39
436
San Francisco
54 Sb
471 11*
Sin Diego
SO 64
439 16
Los Angeles
49 63
436 16
Atlanta
44 66
404 20
Tuesday's Games
Clucago 15 Pittsburgh 2
St Lows 112, New York 2-1
Philadelphia 4. Montreal T
Atlanta 3, Cincinnati T, 11 innings
Los Angeles 10. Houston 1
San Francisco 3, San Diego 2

Wedseadaya Games
St Lows i Yuctovich 1041) at New York
(Hassler 3-3(
Pittsburgh Bibby 6-2 [ at Chicago Melton 941
San Diego D'Acquisto 741 at S
AN Francistu iMonteusco 34)
Montreal (Rogers 1041s at Philedelpfua
, Ruthven 75i fl
Atlanta P Metro 14-34i at Cincinnati
Ilionhiun
n
Houston (Richard It-hi at Los Angeles
Hooton 10-71, n

Thursday's Gaines
Atlanta at Clnennati
Montreal at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Houston at Los Angeles
San Diego at San Francisco
St Louis at New York, n

South Carolina Officials
Delay Metro-7 Decision

.4
wmph
• into
2,7-5

By the Associated Press
COLUMBIA, S.C.
University of South Carolina
trustees will not decide for at
least a month whether to
apply for membership in the
Metro 7 Conference, trustees
chairman R. Markley Dennis
said Tuesday.

• Was

eded
Reid
1 :sfor
vonne
.0 of
by
6-0, 6-

Dennis said "nothing is on
the agenda" concerning Metro
7 affiliation for Thursday's
monthly meeting of the
trustees board.
"It's not there, and I'd be
rather surprised if anything
came up. I don't think we're
ready for it," he said.
Conference Commissioner

,r

et
letic
• first
hool
at the

Larry Albus, in a letter last
week, formally requested the
university to consider joining
the league.
Dennis said the trustees can
take no action on the request
until USC President James R.
Holderman completes a study
of the proposal.
"I don't think there will be a
report Thursday, and I'd be
guessing to say there would be
one in September," said
Dennis.
Holderman
and
the
university's vice president for
athletics, William F. Putnam,
will meet with Albus op
Monday to consider possible
affiliation.

Baseball Leaders
AIIMMICAN LEAGUE
PITC2224G all Decisions) Davit New
Yark.11-I,.1111,2.56, Mar. California. 184,
MO, 1.0, -Kern, Teem, 104 70, 14$,
Zahn, Mineasota,54,736,316 Eckeniey,
Boalas,14-1, 737.1.17, Barrios, Chicago,10
3, 723, 311. John, New `fort. 114, 714,
2.71, McGregor, Baltimore. 74, .765,3.41.
STRIKEOUTS Ryan. California, 141,
Guidry, New York, 134, Jenkins, Teem,
124, Flanagan Baltimore. 117, Eckersley
Bon. i69
BATTING (276 at bats J
Dawning,
Callforrua, 335, Kemp, Detroit, .333;
Lynn. Easton, 331, Bonet, Seattle, .336;
Lescano, Milwaukee, 329
RUNS Baylor, California, 15; Rice,
Boston, 63, Brett. Kansas City, 13; Jones,
Seattle, 62, Lynn, Boston. 11; Lansford,
ratiforrua, 11
RBI Baylor. California, IS; Lynn.
liosturi, M. Rice, Boston, NJ; Singleton,
Baltimore, 16, Kemp, Detroit, 63
HITS Brett, Kansas City, 146, Klee
Boston, 139, Bell, Texas, 136, Smalley,'
Minnesota, 134; Lansford, California, 133.
DOUBLES • Lynn, Boston, 30, Cooper,
Milwaukee, 30; Brett. Kansas City, 30,
Bell, Texas, 30, Lemon, Chicago, U.
Bochte, Seattle, 21
TRIPLES- Brett, Kansas City, 13;
Molitor, Milwaukee, 10, Randolph, New
York, 9, Wtlson, Kansas City, 9, Bannister, Chicago. 7, Porter, Kansas City, 7;
Jones, Seattle, 7
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston, 29;
Singleton, Baltimore, 21, Rice, Boston, X,
Thomas, Milwaukee, 24, Baylor,
California, 75
STOLEN BASES LeFlore, Detroit, 54;
Wilson, Kansas City, 47; Bumbry,
Baltimore, 27; Bonds, Cleveland, 26; Wins,
Texas, X
NATIONAL LEAGUE
PITCHING 110 Decisionsi. Tuirow,
Chicago, 6-2, MD, 2.14, Bibby, Pittsburgh,
8-2, 900, 209, LaCoas, Cincinnati, 12-4,
730.269, Ramo,Pittsburgh, 113, .727, 147,
Niekro, Houston, 154, 714, 3,22; Uttell, St
Louis, 7-3, .700,2.90; Blyleven, Pittsburgh,
111, .602, 3.71, Seaver, Cincinnati, 10-6,
.57, 3.30.
STRIKEOUTS Richard, Houston, 197;
Metro, Atlanta, 131, Perry, San Dtego,
1211, Carlton. Philadelphia, 123; Blyleven,
Pittsburgh. 120.
BAITING (275 at bats) Winfield, San
Diego, .340, Footer, Cincinnati, .333,
Hernandez, St Louis, 333; Templeton, St
Louis, 330; Horner, Atlanta, 325
RUNS Lopes Las Angeles, 62, Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 61, Moreno, Pittsburgh, Ill,
Royster, Atlanta, 60, Hernandez, St Louis,
79; Matthews, Atlanta, 79
RBI Kingman, Chicago, 99, Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 06, Winfield, San Diego, 63,
Clark, San Francisco, 71; Hernandez, St
Louis, 76
HITS Garvey, Los Angeles, 141,
Templeton, St Louis. 144; Winfield, San
Diego, 145, Matthews, Atlanta, 143;
Morena, Pittsburgh, 139

BASKETBALL
National Bestehen Asseelatiss
ATLANTA HAWKS-Signed secondround draft choice Larry Wilson of
Nicholls State, forward, to a multiyear
contract
DENVER NUGGETS-Signed sera,dewed draft choice Gary Garland of
DePaul, gsurd
1O6 ANGELES LAXERS-Signed Iry
Minn, forward
FOOTBALL
National Fantail League
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Released free
agents Marty Smith of Kentucky, and Ken
Novak of Purdue, defensive ends.
DETROIT LIONS-Cut veteran Bruce
Rhodes, defensive back, and free agents
Ride Savich, kicker; LP. Williams, wide
receiver, John Kerley. linebacker, and
Joe Smith, running back. Announced that
veteran Levi Johnson, defensive back, had
failed the team's physical examination
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Cut secondyear veteran Dave LaCrosse, linebacker,
eighth-round draft choice Robert Brewer
of Temple, offensive guard, 10th-round
draft choice Larry Willis of Alcorn State,
wide receiver, free agents Chuck Zanier of
Perm State, linebacker, Greg tiatton of
Westminster and Rance Olson of San
Diego State, defensive becks,
NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTSAnnounced that fifth round draft choice
John Zamberlin of Pectic Lutheran,
ilnebscter, has returned to camp: free
agent Pat Staub of Temple, offensive
guard, left camp.
NEW YORK JE is-Placed free agent
John Gibney of Colgate, and eighth-round
draft choice Willie Beamon of Boise State,
linebacker, on the injured reserve liet.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Cut 15year-veteran Since Curtis, linebacker

SPRAY-ON
Term! Control

SPRAY-ON
Condensation Control

SPRAY-ON
Acoustical Control

SPRAY-ON
Fire Control

SPRAY-ON
Thermo Cot
The Seamless, Monolithic Insulation System

Call 592-474-2718

For Free Estimates

7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304 Rt. 3,

Murray, Ky.

Office's Hit Dooms Cincinnati
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds came
around Rowland Office's way
just once too oftitn.
"I'm more or less a firstball hitter. If I see a fast ball
coming, I'm going to swing at
it," Office said.
It was a fast ball and Office
swung. His hit in the 11th
inning was his first in six atbats and drove home the
winning run Tuesday night as
the Atlanta Braves edged
Cincinnati 3-2.
In other National League
contests Tuesday, the Chicago
Cubs clobbered Pittsburgh 152, St. Louis swept a pair from
the New York Mets 9-2 and 2-1,
Los Angeres- dipped Houston
10-8, San Francisco nipped
and
3-2
Diego
San
Philadelphia slipped by
Montreal 4-2.

honiered in the sixth to lead
St. Louis to its victory in the
nightcap and a sweep of their
twi-night double-header with
New York. Home runs by
George Hendrick and Tony
Scott paced the Cards to their
first-game victory.
Lou Brock played only the
nightcap and singled, moving
to within eight hits of the 3,000hit plateau.

Steve Yeager slammed two
home runs, his second a threerun shot highlighting a six-run
eighth inning, to power Los
Angeles-lover Houston. The
loss snapped the Astros' sixgame winning streak.

Montreal took the lead when
Warren Cromartie tripled to
Joe Ferguson added two
open the game and scored on
Tony Perez' single. Perez' homers for the Dodgers, who
sacrifice fly drove in Mon- collected 14 hits off four
Houston pitchers.
teal's final run in the ninth.

Phillies 4, Expos 2- Horne

Giants 3, Padres 2 - Jack

Dodgers 10, Astros 8 -

Clark belted a two-run' homer,
singled twice, was walked
intentionally and scored the
Giants' third run to lead San
Francisco over San Diego.
Cubs 15, Pirates 2 - Jerr)
Martin slammed his 15th
home run of the season and
Ivan DeJesus and Steve
Ontiveros rapped three hits
each as Chicago snapped
Pittsburgh's five-game
winning streak.

Perfect Game,Says Paintsville's
Filson, Was His Biggest Goal

By the Associated Press
PAINTSVILLE, Ky.- Pete
Filson concedes he threw a nohitter for only seven innings in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
competition that was far from
major league caliber."But I'll
The setback dropped the take it," he says.
The 20-year-old Paintsville
second-place Reds five games
behind Houston in the Yankees lefthander got his nohitter Tuesday night in the
National League West.
second game of a doubleCards 9-2, Mets 2-1 - Garry header against the Kingsport
Templeton scored the first run Braves in
Appalachian
in the fourth inning and League baseball competition.

Filson walked only one
batter and struck out 13 men
in pitching the first no-hitter
for the Paintsville team. And,
although the victory was his
fifth of the season against no
losses, Filson said he hadn't
been happy with his earlier
performances.
Filson, who said he has had
problems with his rhythm this
year, has been working on
changing the position of his
feet on the mount. The work

OPEN 7 A.M. FOR AUTO SERVICE
AUTO SERVICE

apparently began to pay off
Tuesday night, he said.
"I used mostly my fast
ball," Filson said. "I was
getting more of my body into it
tonight. I was throwing harder
than before."
Filson said he began to think
about a no-hitter after striking
out six men in the first three
innings. But he put the matter
out of his mind after walking
Braves' Paul Runge in the
fourth inning.

"I really wanted a perfect
game," Filson said. "I was
really mad when I walked that
guy."
Filson said he began to think
about the no-hitter again in the
final inning and said he
deliberately pursued that
goal. He seemed more conservative and nervous during
the final inning, twice starting
a pitch and stopping.

GOOD27,EAR
SERVICE STORES

CENTER

CAA.P,

ARS

14-Gs-

HOCKEY
NaDosal Harkey League
HARTFORD WHALERS-Narned Larry
Kish head mach of their Springfield farm
club of the American Hockey League

America
Cfnion Goodyear
Get on
rsue
owe

P
Streak 78
best

Goodyear's
selling diagonal
ply tire thump• Smooth,
tree ride
-gripping
• Road tread
6-rib WHITEWALLS ONLY $3.00

•

Pick Up Your
College Quiz Card
With Each Purchase
Answer Correctly
And Win A

Free Drink

POLYGLAS
BUY!

Ask About Our Catering Service
And Makin' Barbecueing
You Bring It, We Cook it

plus $1.63
A78-13 blackwall,
old tires
FET per tire and

Cushion Belt
PolyglasDouble Belted
for Strength!

Goodyear
Retreads
Retread

878-13 whitewall, plus $1 86
FET and old tire

OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOO!

lerN\

Afa,ntenarice rice meals NJ,
IS not added under norms'
operatIng condit-ons
160
,
with t.
71uSh tOD-seal battery elim,ner
tieilOrlit checking, proteci ,
against Improper watering Stay,
clean in service, resists neat, v,
bration and overcharging
AU FOP full FREE SATTERY o'er'

16" $1195 4495
1 3x 5 5

FREE

INSTALLATION I

1446 75

t 103'

Just Say
'Charge It'
ininaln. Goodyear
, Revolvirig
j Charge Account

15x7 5

Deep-dish, slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels. High gloss finish shines bright draws attention to your car!

111

15

Choose 6.95-14, C76.14
or 078-14 blackest,
non-radial construction
plus 32( to 416 PET
depending on size No
trade needed
OTHER SIZES LOW PRIM
TOO' WHITEWALLS ONLY
53 MORE

Use any of these 7 other tons to buy
Out Owl Customer Credit Plan • Waste(
Charge • Visa • American ferns Care
• can Menem • Damn Curb • Cash

Chrome
tugs extra

Expert wheel service als0 available Mounting - Balancing - Alignment

12
SAVER
-MONTH
GAS
TUNE-UP
Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups To Save You Ga All Year Long
Here's How It Works

Every 25th Sandwich Worth 1 Fres Sandwich

19
)
)0

HICKORY HUT
PIT BARBECUE
New College Quiz
Game

.4r

runs by Manny Trillo and
Gvry Maddox backed the sixhit pitching of Larry
Christenson as Philadelphia
toppled Montreal.

Transactions'

INSULATE NOW

John
:ching
and
'ming
'ty to
abet'
club
ided.
ill be

Cards Sweep Twinbill With Mets

Under this special service policy Goodyear will tune
your car electronically, following the 7-point check
list shown here Anytime within one year of your
tune-up, take your invoice and free engine analysis
certificate back to the store that performed the
tune-up, and Goodyear will provide an electronic
analysis free of charge (Up to 3 separate analyses
are provided free during the year ) If any of these
check-ups indicate the need for any adjustment or,
part replacement (that were part of the originarg
tune-up), Goodyear wilt make the adjustment or
replacement free of charge What could be fairer
than that,

HICKORLIalitsanyAR-B-O

7-POINT TUNE-UP $
Standard Ignition'
• Check charging and Staitinq
systems
• Install new points and
condenser
• Install new rotor
• Install new Spark plugs
•Set dwell and timing to
recommended specs
• Lubricate and -check choke
elitist as required
• Adiusl carburetor

I Cr!

IND',

OFFER
ENDS
AUGUST
31!
Subtract for caiS
with electronic ignition
lectromeigrution Peels and condenser fie
not required Air gap is set •Ivere required

sten SamiSar

753-0595

1

NOW

'

Goodyear Service Store
Merl his:1 Ls. until II p4o.

mullyr.yt
a

•
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
loch of these odvertised items is required to be readily available for sole
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted this od If we do run
out of on advertised itern. we will offer you your choice of o cornporoble
item when ovoilable, reflecting the some savings or a raincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item o• the odvertised price
within 30 days

411

Mier

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWA Y...

TER t4
A

••

'
\
e`'••.%P.
(

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Farms

rst

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef
ba, en
CIA L

WHOLE
FRYERS

Is`

USDA.

lb.

(--)

CHUCK
POT ROAST

Limit 3

A
GRADE

11

•

e
usa

tc-pl.cu.wi-c-o-y-?biiiiiiiiii
20c OFF E r WORTH 20c OFF E:
WORTH
toward the purchase of eoch
ib,
,-."ward the purchase of each
an

I=

5
—
Ns

imo

32-OZ

JAR of

CLAUSSEN
PICKLES
"115 cOtJpon L rne

Elves Aug 141r,

inn
OW

ilMi

imi

I=1

LB PACKAGE of

WM

U.S. Gov't.
Graded Choice Beef

Family Pak

lean Trimmed

ROUND
STEAK

PORK
STEAK

WHOLE.
PORK LOIN
41E7° $1118

e
BRYAN
—=
—
6.
E it. SLICED BACON .3
roth this coupon
=lb.
IND
EopersAug 14th
NW

$1129

11.111.1111.

Boneless

limit 1

iii,
,
,
0•00 lb.

lb

471
TA

-I

lb.

•••WOW
Country Club
A .s
if A

(-)

Hickory

-A' s4 ,•
C. ‘.+

SMOKED
PICNICS

Meaty,Tender

.t.
l't!'t

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

79

lb.

QUARTER SLIMS

Pork Loin

-18 59c
$1'5
S1 49

Pork Sausage
MRS WEAVER

SERVE N SAVE

Wieners
PA•

Cubed Steak
Boneless Briskets

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

1

PERCH

WHOLE
CATFISH

FILLETS

• • • •

lb.$

1 2 FOR $100

RONTIER FAMILY PAC

79

Controls Mouth Odors

Fancy Mangos

•7• ,frzti

32-oz.
bottle

P'

959

-

•

LEI BAKED BEANS 1 LB potato
OR COLE SI AW AND 2 DINNER ROLLS

2Fo. sl

'

MOUTHWASH

6-11
4

INCLUDES 16 PCS CHICKEN

TROPICAL

99c

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

•c,
iivr*Vmpi
Barn of
FRIED
CHICKEN

spit

Spare Ribs
yop,
Corn Dogs

Fish Portions

PICNIC AND PARTY TIME calls for good food and fun Let the Kroger Dei,
prepare for your picnic Choose cold OF hot tried chicken, barbecued ribs, roast
beet, baked ham,beans salads. deserts
the whole works. with the work all
•
done for you!
I
'

$1 79

Smoked Sausage

759-4641

LET THE DELI DO IT

LB

Sliced Bologna

'STEAKS

lb.$11 79

-4°:‘

s

Beef Stew
MEATY 1:Splip

IOHN MO2P

CATFISH

Pond Ronsool

BONELESS

Picnic or Party Celebration

Golden

it 99c

Kroger's Pro

DELUXE DELI-BAKERY

Fresh Limes

Family
Pak

lb.

•E,osAly coolloi Wee pocked with too so s..4.4consonnors
•Roshod dwoctly to *,.s, how reimibie test CAW frstut•Nti
•Arc.,stoly labelled Irc.es •Opee dated f•r looste.•d
frooknoss A.1.Iebm TAL.,,dar Er.dav &Satt.dday Ono,

Potato Salad

SEEDLESS

79c

%HYDRATED SOYA PROTEEN MIK

4

Baking Hens

FANCY
HONEYDEWS

lb

89

3 -lb!4119191
can

FRESH FROZEN

Kingsize , 5 Size

TURKEYS

1,12r1
:
04tP
SLICED
BACON

CANNED
HAM

39

HONEYSUCKLE

•IMMud

lb

r

Premium Quality

%AK I'

RCM DA

RUSSET

Fancy Avocados

ao

2Foe $1 00

•r

THOMPSON SEEDLESS

White Grapes

4
5 $168

00(
LB OU

EXTRA FANCY

Red Plums

HotlCorry- t
IN STORE BAKED

Hamburger Buns
)0l A.

Mbcaroni Salad

1
41k 0
•
••
f '1•4;•••-.7.tt_
Westside, 27-Size

FANCY
CANTALOUPES
77c

NauOr

LB 79(

ASASI 4. (JINNI

LB

79'

LB

69'

GREAT LIGHT °ESSER'

Strawberry Parfait
In Store Mode

In Store Baled

LEMON
CREAM PIE
199

FRENCH
BREAD

each

I

2$119

Germ Bologna
SUPER *NDWiCH

mar IN

99c

GREAT WITH WINE OR BEER

te

$239

pkg.

Johnson.. Johnson Extra Absorbent

KAISER
ROLLS
6

All-Beef Sausage

LP

$379

All MEAT OR

Cooked Roast Beef. Le s3
" Garlic Bologna

'2"

179

2,5-0z.
con

The King of Rolls!
In Store Baked Jumbo

kamis

CUSTOM SL ICED KAHN '

30- ct.

R011

ciniT S179
Plate ...2.29•
-4411.11110111..

SUMMERTIME TREAT

Sweet Cole Slaw

RELY
TAMPONS

SECRET
DEODORANT

•-(

PLATE
LUNCH

8 Foa 79

Pi Ayr

Spray

_

4
I i
II4

/S111

lizamt

.•

DIAPERS
$209
18-ct.
box
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CUT11
1
1E

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by low and in addition
coupon merchandise. Subiect to applicable taxes. Limit one coupon Expires Aug. 14th .

SHORTENING
$179

89c
$209

KROGER FRESH-PAX

DILL ICICLE
PICKLES
•

- LEE/ER

24 OZ
,AR

FREEZER PLEEZER

TWIN
POPS

24 OZ
JAR

KROGER

ENGLISH
MUFFINS
ASSORTED FLAVORS

HI-C
DRINKS

64-0Z
CAN

ForSummer
MAYONNAISE

09 -

Quaker State 10-W-30

SUPER BLEND
MOTOR OIL

MiNolf KekD

63c

Orange Juice
YRS SMITH'S CHOCOlATE

COUNTRY OVEN BROWN & SERVE

Boston Cream Pie

Cinnamon Rolls
ROGER VILLAGE BAKERY
BEST P 1 15CiT ENVELOPE

Angel Food Cokes

+

3

Writing Tablets

.ROGER VILLAGE BAKERY

- Lir TYPE

White Bread

Bic Pens
FESCO ASSORTED
Plastic Housewares

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health & beauty aids, meats and produce.
FOOD STORAGE BAGS

Boggles

MRS SMITHS FROZEN
SI

Golden Pecan Pie "
EGGO BLUEBERRY

SOIL & STAIN REMOVER

Frozen Waffles
44tzeaein
"Atam-FRE

PILLSBURY BIG COUNTRY

Biscuits

12 NN

WAS

NOW

47'

45c

AMERICAN CHUM

Kraft Singles

3-LB $559
PKG

$549

LUCK S
EAMII V SIZE tUZIANNE

;U1RV LEAP

Blackeye Peas

Tea Bags

Apple Juice

LUCKS

REFRESHING LUZIANNE

,UrK !JAE

Turnip Greens

Tea Bogs

REFRESHING LUZIANNE

Tea Bags
Purina Dog Chow

eiN 75c

Pie Filling'1
Lemon
L

LIPTON

ASSOR TED FlAVORS

Lemon Tree

25 LB
BAG

L J HARRIS

DEODORIZES

Apple Pie
FuiscHmANtrs QUARTERS
Margarine

Lysol Cleaner
SCRUB STRENGTH

WAS

PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK

Mashed Potatoei6E°L

Q5

Diet Margarine 16 ?j(i

CORONET GEORGIAN

KROGER ORANGE

'
Bathroom Tissue' MI s 1 69
-

Danish Rolls

WAVY DUTY

Coronet Toweeds SQR0Ill
OVERNIGHT

Kleenex Diapers

TB
BOX

11

598

13-01
CAN

H1 Mt RICA
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Saturday
At Local Chapel
For Bobby Outland

Final rites for Morris .'Doc)
Futrell of Murray Route 3 are
being held today at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Otis Jones and the
Rev. Lloyd Underhill officiating. The music is being
presented by Mrs. Olivene
Erwin, organist, and Mrs.
Imogene Paschall.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bobby, Jimmy. and Jerry
Higgins, Freddie Brown,
Richmond Beam. Edmond
Jones, and Bill and Bruno
Sumner. Burial will follow in
the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
Trigg County.
Mr. Futrell. 69, died Sunday
at 7:45 p.m. at the MurrayCa4owaY County Hospital. A
retired employee of the
Chrysler Corp., he was the son
of • the late Henry Burnett
Futrell and Dora Underhill
Futrell.
He is survived by three
sisters, Mrs. Cordie Broadbent. Cadiz Route 5, Mrs.
Bertha Hendon, Darden,
Tenn., and Mrs. Comic Jones,
Murray Route 3; two brothers,
Monroe Futrell, Hopkinsville,
and Troy Futrell, St. Clair
Shores. Mich.

Livestock Market
LOULSVILLE, Ky. 1 APo — Estimated
receipts cattle and calves 800: feeder 75
percent
Represented slaughter classes and
feeders steady
Slaughter steers good 2-3 0661100 lb
a4 80-57.80
Slaughter heifers good 7,-3 806980 lb
52.00-55 25
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 40.004361: utility 1-3 4056.47 50, high dressing
and (ugh boning percent utility 4800-51 00:
-utter 1-2 40.00-47 00. canner and cutter
inder MO lb Z.00-41.00.
Slaughter bulls yield grade 11446-1490 lb
mclicating an 80-81 carcass boning percent
7562.25: 1-2 11561380 lb Indicating 76-79
percent 55.0656.75: 2-3 indicating 74-77
Percent 50.2544,25.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice 170.300 lb vealers 7250-65.00. choice 300-400 lb
calves 65,00-7250
Feeder steers choice 230-27640 00-101 00
100-450 lb 0500-9950. 500-650 68 75-80 00.
'ew 747 lb fleshy offerings 64.00. roused
good and choice 300400 lb 40 00-8000. good
400-700 lb 6000-7100. 8361020 HoLstems
48.25-1225
Heifers choice 301500 lb 06.00-71 25
..mixed good and choice 325-505 lb 6000O/110 good 16.600 lb 1300-41 00
ttfogs 1.800. including 1,150 feeder pigs
Parnfres and gilts :25-50 higher. US 1-2
215-255 lb 37 00-37 75, 2 206240 lb 37101740 .
210-245 lb 36 75-37 20. 3 240-270 lb
35 0630 00
Sows steady to 1 00 lower, most decline
weights under 400 lb. US 1-2 300400 lb
27 50-2/1 50. 300-400 lb 27.50-38 50 409500 lb
28.50-2350 few up to 30 50. 3 300490 lb
26.50-27 50, bir•rs over 300 lb 23.00-29.50.
Sheep 25: slaughter lambs steady
Slaughter lambs choice 86 lb 5040

INTERNATIONAL
ditions for their acceptance of
LUMPUR, the Commonwealth peace
KUALA
Malaysia (AP) — Nine U.S. proposals for Zimbabwe
investigating Rhodesia, but two of their
congressmen
the plight of Indochinese most important backers are
refugees in Southeast Asia are expected to put strong
flying to Hanoi today after the pressure on them to accept.
Vietnamese government lifted
Robert Mugabe's faction of
a ban on the visit.
the Patriotic Front guerrilla
The Vietnamese on Monday alliance said before it would
withdrew their invitation to jinn in negotiations, Zimthe group because one of its babwe Rhodesia's whitemembers, Rep. Robert F. controlled army had to be
Drinan, 1)-Mass., accused the dismantled and replaced by
Hanoi regime of human rights "the army of the liberation
violations on a colossal scale. forces."
Vietnamese
the
Then
Embassy in Bangkok anWASHINGTON
nounced on Tuesday that the
WASHINGTON
AP) —
entire group including Drinan Tiny traces of cancer-causing
would be welcome after all.
agents called nitrosamines
have been found in six brands
LUSAKA, Zambia (API — of Scotch whisky, the National
Guerrilla leaders set con- Science Foundation reports.

Funeral services tor Mrs.
Mars Emma Steely, 731
Murray Court, Murray, are
being held todav at 2 p.m at
the chapel of the . Miller
Funeral Home. Hazel, with
the Rev. James Garland officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Serviiig as pallbearers are
Timmy
Beane, Joseph
Paschall, Joe Rex Jackson,
Charles Paschall, Buford
Stone, and Hershell Shelton.
Burial will follow in the Hazel
Cenietery.
Mrs. Steely, 84. died
Tuesday ak 6:17 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. Born Sept. 6, 1895, in
Henry County', Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late Robert
SHOW S AN AHD-Terry Smith. son of Mr. and Mrs.
I.. McCullough and Minnie
Richard Smith of Murray Route 8. shows' the American
Adams McCullough. Her
husband. William Dick Steely, History award presented to bin, bv the Woodmen of the
World at his graduation from Murray High School. This
• !I ‘d Sept. 6,1961.
annual award is presented to a graduating senior who makes
Survivors include two
outstanding accomplishments in American history. Smith
daughters. Mrs. Hubert
was a member of the 1979 graduating class at Murray High.
'Mary Brandon and Mrs.
Photo By Gerald Carter
James Harold
Jo Nell)
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)—
Beane, Murray; one son,
As court officials await the
Adolphus Paschall, Hazel
next move in Tennessee's
Route 1: one step daughter.
stalled clemency-for-cash
Carlton,
Mrs.
Ruth
trial, the presiding judge has
Prudiencrulle, Mich.; one
been urged to take two Months
sister, Mrs. Noble Simmons,
to recuperate from a heart
and one brother, John
attack.
McCullough, both of Hazel;
US. District Judge Charles
five grandchildren; three
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP Friday
month in the late '30s because Neese's
night
greatarandchildren.
He said he was 107-years-old
of his blindness and in later hospitalization has brought
and despite all his years
years he began receiving the three-week trial to a
William Young died without
about $200 a month from the standstjII. Presjding Judge
-survivors a week ago. His
George Edwards of the 6th
state, she added.
body remains unclaimed at
Although friends and U.S. Circuit Court in CinUniversity Hospital here.
visitors from the Quinn cinnati said he can do nothing
Young came to Louisville
Chapel.
AME Church would until he hears from Neese or
from Mississippi in his
stop
by
and
see Young from his physician — and he has
First District Congressman boyhood and worked 50 years
Carroll Huidoard will hold
.a as a waiter at Louisville's time to time, . he was never heard nothing definite yet.
At Jackson, Neese's son,
public foruif in Murray from Seelbach Hotel, according to visited by a relative to Mrs.
Gary, said Tuesday that
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Wednesday, the manager of the personal- Richa'rdson's knowledge.
He never mentioned any physicians are urging his
Aug. 29, at the Colonial House care home where Young lived
relatives. I remember one father to take at least two
Smorgasbord.
the final 25 years of his life.
time he said his mom had died months' rest,' but he didn't
The forum is part of a series
Although the cause of death
a
long time ago and was raised believe the judge would be
Hubbard is holding throughout was listed as malnutrition,
up by somebody else," Mrs. willing to stay away that long.
the
23',2
counties
he according to Jefferson County
"It's his decision, really,
represents: The series begins Deputy Coroner Sue Wurst, Richardson said.
He said he was 107, but I'll whether he'll pull himself off
Saturday. Aug. 18, in Fulton at Young suffered from a.Variety
the International Banana of medical' problems, Mrs. bet he was really older," she the case and let another judge
Festival and will conclude Mary Richardson. the home said. -I remember when he finish the trial," Gary Neese
had his 105th birthday. He told said.
Saturday, Sept. 1, with the manager, said.
Neese's physician, Dr. Ben
us then he was gonna live to be
dedication of the new city hallYoung had eaten well until
Alper, Said Tuesday the judge
200."
municipal building in Crofton. recently, Mrs. Richardson
remains in serious but stable
said, but about 212 weeks ago,
condition at St. Thomas
Young decided he was no
Hospatil, Alper said the extent
longer hungry. When Young
of damage to Neese's heart
refused all food for three days,
has not been determined,.nor
including ice cream, Mrs.
The
has it been decided how long
Calloway
Band 'Richardson called for an
the judge will remain
Boosters Club will hold a
ambulance to take him to the
special called meeting on
The Independence United
hospital.
Thursday. Aug. 9, at 8 p.m. at
Methodist
Church, located
Young left his job at the
the band room of the Calloway
hotel after he lost sight in one east of Almo off Highway 464;
County High School.
eye in the late 1920's or early will have a Summer Festival
Hal Winchester, president, '30s and the
blindness was on Saturday, Aug. 11. from 3 to
said plans for the activities for spreading
p.m.
to the other eye,
the coming school year will be Mrs.
Old fashioned games inRichardson said.
discussed. He urges all inHOLLYWOOD
—
API1
She and Young were neigh- cluding horse shoe throwing,
terested parents of children in bors on Walnut Street
(now 'tack races, soft ball. etc.. will While fans flooded him with
elementary, middle, and high Muhammad Ali Blvd.) until be featured along with a Rock- phone calls and flowers,
schools to attend the band 1937 when the big flood
that A-,Thons for two different age "CHIPS" star Erik Estrada
boosters meeting.
was in stable condition as he
year forced him to move. Mrs. groups.
An auction sale of canned recuperated from injuries
Richardson said she provided
a furnished room for Young at good, fresh vegetables, quilts, suffered during filming of the
crafts, etc., will be held at 6 popular NBC-TV program.
$2.50 a week.
The handsome teen idol was
After his sight was com- p.m.
During the afternoon hot awake and alert Tuesday after
pletely gone, she said, "He
used to sit on the corner and dogs;sandwiches, cakes, pies, being removed from the
Farmington Lodge No. 382
beg
on Saturdays and Sun- homemade
ice
cream, critical list, said UCLA
Free and Accepted Masons
lemonade, and soft drinks will Medical Center administrator
will have a potluck supper on days." The state began senBernard Strohm.
be sold.
ding Young checks for $12.50 a
Saturday, Aug. 11, at 6:30 p.m.
"We had over 600 calls this
Coordinators for the special
at the lodge hall in Farchurch event will be the morning," Strohm said, admington.
United Methodist Church ding -mostly they were
Ronnie Hargrove, master of
Women who invite the public younger,female voices."
the lodge, urges all Masons,
to attend.
"He has a broken stertheir families, and friends to
num." Strohm said "Both
The Rev. Chuck Moffett,
attend the supper.
lungs are slightly collapsed;
former pastor of the First
several ribs are broken; his
Prices of stock of local Lnt!res2 st
Presbyterian
Church.
right wrist is broken and he
ET/7, today, furnished to tile
Murray, will be the guest noon.
Ledger & Throes by
of stoops,
has a minor cut on his chin."
minister at the Murray church Corp . of Murray, are First
as follows
Strohm said Estrada "is
for the 10:45 a.m. worship Industrial Average.
+4.27
breathing on his own."
The Asbury Cemetery will services on Sunday. Aug.
12.
Air Products
W. +5.
have its annual homecoming
The 30-year-old New York
Following the worship Amencan Motors
+5.
Ashland
native,
who
day on Saturday, Aug. 11, at 11 services, a potluck
39% 4-41
portrays
dinner will American Telephone
57
+4
a.m,
patrolman Frank -Ponch"
be served in the fellowship Bonanza
1..1134 4
Chrysler
Poncherello in the series, was
A basket dinner will be hall of the church in
uric
honor of Ford Motor
424 +4
injured when he was tossed
served. All interested persons Rev. Moffett, his
Wife, Peg, G A F. ........
11 +4
General Care
are urged to attend, a and their sons,
from his motorcycle during
104 +4
Paul and General Dynamics
3744 Ai
filming Monday.
spokesman said.
General Motors...
David.
5944 +%
General Tire
+4/
All friends of the Moffetts Goodrich
214 +us
are invited to hear him speak Hardms
154 +4
Heublein
+41
Sunday and also to attend the I B.M
Federal-State Market News Service
69'. +4
August 8, 1979
potluck dinner to follow, a Jenco
n‘,82211A
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
K Mart
77,
. +NI
church spokesman said.
Includes 7 Buying Stations
Report
Penwell
13's -04

The funeral for Ivan H.
(Bobby Outland will be held
Friday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. H. C. Chiles and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating, and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist_
Interment will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will start at 10
a.m. Friday at the funeral
home.
•
Mr. Outland, 42. formerly of
Murray, died Monday at 1:30
a.m. from an apparent heart
attack at his home in Warren,•
Mich. A member of the First
Baptist Church. Murray. he
was the son of the-late Ivan
Robert Outland and Thelma
Walker Outland.
Survivors include his
stepmother. Mrs. Erma H.
Outland, 509 South 13th Street.
Murray; one daughter, Miss
Karen Lynn Outland, and two
sons, Robert George Outland
and Ronald John Outland, all
of Warren. Mich.

Final Rites Today
For Doc Futrell

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

Services Are Today
At Miller Chapel
For Mrs. Steely

Nitrosarnines, which apparently form while barley
malt is drying, have caused
cancer in laboratory animals.
The effect of low-level
nitrosamines on human health
is unknown.
WASHINGTON r AP i —
Commerce Secretary Juanita
Kreps says if the federal
government decides to help
the troubled Chysler Corp.,
she leans toward federal loan
guarantees as the most impartial method.
WASHINGTON
API —
President Carter is meeting
with the new Israeli ambassador today at a difficult
juncture in U.S.-Israeli
relations.
Carter's scheduled lunch

with Ambassador Ephraim
Evron will be their first
conference since reports that
the United States may be
moving toward a friendlier
view of the Palestinian
Liberation Organization.
NATIONAL
By The Associated Press
Weary
but
dogged,
firefighters are looking to the
skies for a break from strong
winds and high temperatures
as fires burn out of control in
dry Western states, roaring
across thousands of acres of
timber and range land.
"There's no force on Earth
powerful enough to cope with
what we've seen," said
Gordon Stevens, fire boss on
one of the biggest blazes, the
Mortar Creek fire in Idaho,"

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,
Texas (AP) — Vacationers
surfed, swam and basked in
the warm South Texas sunshine, apparently undisturbed
by a Coast Guard counterattack against an invading
oil spill.
Coast Guardsmen assembled a sophisticated array of
hospitalized.
lawyers Cecil Branstetter, equipment to scour southern
Edwards earlier assigned
representing Sisk, and Robert Texas beaches soiled by tarry
Neese, of Greeneville, Tenn., Shockey, representin
g globs of crude from the
to hear the trial after Judge Thompson,said Sisk took out
a
L.Clure Morton stepped aside. second mortgage on his home world's worst oil spill, and to
Lawyers for defendants T. to pay the $42,000 in legal fees block oil now in the Gulf of
Edward Sisk and William to Branstetter so far — and Mexico from coming ashore.
A.Thompson said in motions Thompson was impoverished
filed Monday their clients by his own legal defense.
prefer to wait for Neese to
Branstetter and Shockey
recover or,have a new judge asked the court to recess the
appointed rather than have a • trial, for six weeks or more if
*mistrial.
necestary, • until
Neese
Neither Sisk, ex-Gov. Ray recovers. If Neese decides he
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Blanton's former legal cannot continue, they asked Funeral services were held
counsel, nor Thompson, a the trial proceed before the
today for Kentucky artist
Chattanooga
nightclub' same jury, which would mean
Clarence G. Morehead, 58, of
operator, can afford a second
a substitute judge.
Owensboro, who died at an
trial's legal costs, the atOwensboro hospitial after a
torneys said.
lengthy illness.
Neese suffered a heart
Morehead combined his
attack Friday night and
career as a realtor With his
remained in serious condition
MONTICELLO, Ky.(API—
hobby of painting and became
Monticello's city school tax
at St. Thomas Hospital in
well known for his work with
Nashville. Federal court rules rate will be a little lower this
old buildings ranging from
year.
entitle defendants to a
churches to dance halls.
The school board voted
mistrial if they cannot agree
He gained national attention
Monday
on a substitute judge.
night to approve a
in 1977 when he presented
On trial with Sisk and rate of 38 cents on each 8100
President Carter with a
Thompson
are
Charles worth of taxable property.
butter
unique
-peanut
Benson, who was Sisk's ex- Supt. Vernon Mimard said the
painting."
tradition assistant: Charles new rate "would provide a
He also presented a painting
Frederick Taylor, once on good solid type of education
Of the White House to former
Blanton's security staff: and and do it within the budget."
President Lyndon Johnson in
The decrease is four-tenths
Nashville
lawyer
Dale
1968.
Quillen. They are accused of of a cent
selling executive clemencies
to prisoners for thousands of
dollars during Blanton's term
which ended Jan. 17.

Clemency-ForsCash Judge To
Recuperate For Two Months

107-Year-Old Man Dies
Without Survivors In
Louisville Hospital

Hubbard To Hold
Public Forum In
Murray On Aug. 29

Summer Festival To
Be At Independence
Church On Saturday

Band Boosters Club
To Meet Thursday

Funeral Services Are
Today For Property
Artist C.G. Morehead

Monticello's School
Tax Rate Is Lowered

CHIPs Star In Stable
Condition After Accident

Farmington Lodge
Plans Supper Meet

Rev. Chuck Moffett
Speaker For Sunday

Stock Market

Asbury Cemetery
Plans Annual Meet

Hog Market

STEEL BLDGS.
THAT CAN'T

LEAK

•

Stores, Warehouses, Manufacturing Plants,
Shops, Form Buildings, Airplane Hangers or
whatever your need may be. The Most Versatile Building ever developed, not a nut,
screw, bolt or fastener in the room system.

Call 502-474-2718
For Free Estimate

7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304A Rt. 3
Murray, Ky.

Cheerleaders Will
Hold Car Wash Here

Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

24's +4
12., +4
284 -4
334 -4
r.ois 11MA

The Calloway County
VINTAGE CARS
Middle School Cheerleaders
DEARBORN. Mich.( AP)—
have rescheduled their car The Henry Ford Museum
here
wash for Saturday, Aug. 11, has one of the most
comfrom 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the prehensive collections of
Roho ServiCe Station at Five automotive vehicles in
the
Points.
world.
This event was cancelled
Included in the collectilis
due to rain at the previous America's first automobile
time.
offered for public sale, an Ind
Middle School Cheerleaders Duryea motor wagon:
Henry
are Christy Nance, Mylinda Ford's first vehicle, the 10
Hughes,
Jill
Cindy
Michell,
quadricycle; personal cars 0(
Childress, Vona Denten, J.P. Morgan, Water
P.
Candy Glass. tina Overby, Chrysler, Charles A LindJanee Sims. and Leanna Key. bergh and Thomas A. Edison,
Sponsors are Sherry Mohon plus the 1902 Ford "999"
and Becky Taylor.
driven by Barney Oldfield.

Receipts Act. 445 Est 500 Barrows
Gilts 56 75 higher Sows steady 50 lower
US 1-2 200-2301X... 036.25-36.50 few 36 75
US 2 20D-240 lba.
$36 00-36 25
US 2-3240-250 lbs. .
93500-3600
US 2.4200-290 lb..
Sows
US 1-2270-250 IX
$26 00-27 00
US 1-3 300450 IX
$25 00-26 CIO
US 1-3 450-500 lbe. .....
$26 00-M 00
US 1-350045016a. ...
626 (51-2950
US 2-3 300400 lte.
124 00-25 00
Boars 21 0624.10

"CHiPS" has consistently
been NBC's most popular
show since its debut two years
ago. The show boosted
Estrada to teen-age idol
status.
Strohm said Estrada was
receiving blood transfusions
and medication for pain and
remained under observation
for secondary blood loss. At
one time, blood had accumulated in his chest.

It's
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No Frills

How's
This
For A Good
Lunch?
Coupons Valid
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1
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Large Pizza
1 For Information
Regarding

Si °Psff Median
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I
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I

Iles -Fri.
I
11111.111.-2 p.m.

(Permanent
Remora'of Nair)
Cali 753-8858

One Coupon par party per visit it portkipoting Pizzo Hut'
restaurants
Offer good onlyrou
2,h
on regular menu prices
t
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III NI MI III MI MI 1111 MI III III Eli
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OPEN HOUSE — Several visitors toured Hutson
Chemical Co. and Hutson Grain
Co.'s open hquse held at the Barge Terminal on
Kentucky Lake this past weekeqd.
Below are two views of the terminal facility. Discussin
g the operation are (right, lift
to right) Marney NunnaIly, vice president, Billy Smith, executive
vice president, Jim
Lamb, vice president, and Dan Hutson, president
of the firm.

ged,
o the
trong
tures
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es of

Or.
Ben
Humphreys,
chairman of the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental
Retardation
Board, Inc., has announced
that nominees are being
sought from the public to
receive the 1979 Lovey Raburn
Award for Community Service.
Instituted in 1977, the award
is presented annually in honor
of Ms. Lovey Ftaburn who died
while serving as a board
member
from
Carlisle
County. By special resolution,

AP e held
artist
, 58, of
at an
fter a

BAND-AID

playtex ‘-t4
111?AVY

BRAND

Adhesive Bandages

his
ith his
ame
rk with
g from

VALUE PACK 70's

BAND-AIDA

PLASTIC OR
MILER STRIPS

ttention
esented
with a
butter

the Board has resolved to mental health and mental
present this award to an retardation.
outstanding resident of the According to Dr. Humregion who has made phreys, persons wishing
to
significant contribution in place someone in nomination
community service to the may do so by submitting
a
community mental health brief letter stating why they
program in the nine counties feel their nominee should
served by the Board.
receive the award. All
The first award was nominations should be sent to
presented in September of *Ron Ruggles, Director
of
1978 to Dan Akin of Paducah in Community Relations, P. 0.
recognition of his efforts in Box 1502, Paducah, Kentucky
service to the Board as its 42001. The deadline for the
chairman and his work with receipt of nominations is
the 1978 legislature in behalf of Wednesday, August 15, 1979.

Gloves
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See SpecJaily Flagged Packaii• For Detaiis/

Parents Plan Skills Program
recently involved in a meeting
to plan the 1979-80 program
and to discuss the Kennedy
Foundation grant to the

BABIES CHILDREN ADULTS plus ramtly groups
• Choose from Otaerent backgrounds and custom poses • Lone
One per subtect one per tans's, • AckShonal cortrarts ayartalde
at saes at reasonable pnces • Persons ,onder 18 must be ac
cornpanted by parent or guardian • Frnethe0 pc.dr.•ts delsre.erl
store • Always fnendly crotessronal sers•cr.

And introducing our Exciting
"Duo-Image- Color Portrait

toughestt

BUM
household
jobs
is00°

Discuss Recreation Grant

Parents of children in the
Special Recreation Skills
Development Program at
Murray State University were

EXTRA
protection
'householdg

program.
Dr. Donald Hunter and Dr.
Frank Black, dean and
assistant dean respectively of
the College of Human
Development and Learning at
Murray State, explained
the goals of the "Let's Play to
Grow" project are twofold:
— To provide handicapped
public sehool students with a
recreational program.
— To develop a practicuni to
give university students an
opportunity to work with
handicapped individuals.
Murray State's Special
Recreation Skills Program is ,
one of 15 exemplary programs
selected from throughout the
United States to establish a
model "Let's Play to Grow
Club" and to provide training
and technical assistance
regionally and nationally to
other universities interested
in
developing
similar
programs.
The special recreation,
project was initiated in the fall
of 1976 through the Center for
Innovation and Development
under the direction of Dr.
Doris Helge. Dr. Allen Beane
and Dr. Mary Holcomb
Valentine will be developing
the model program and
providing
training
and
technical assistance.
Dr. Valentine said the
project has been well accepted
in the community and is
assisting parents as well as
children.
Parental
involvement has been encouraged from the beginning
of the project.

NEW'
DOME STRENGTN

say ow CLEAR
ACNE
MEDICATION
10..
When you want only the finest
shampoo for your hair, use the one
with famous Wella Balsam conditioning, Gives back the protection
most shampoos take away

U.S.A. OLYMPICS "
s "
1
ORLON a NYLON
MEN'S SIZES 10-13
YOUTH SIZES 6-11' 2
a 9.11

"The philosophies of the
special recreation project and
the Kennedy Program are
similar, and the Kennedy
Program will provide added
incentives for parental involvement," she noted.

Thrs professronal porfrart rs a wonclert,A way to caplbre two de
terent e•PresS•rs on 1 sogle poets! We can create tnese two
akpresvons of one person or photograph two Ortlerent people
For owarnpie Molnar and ch•cl together 1 et our professronat
photographer.create a Duo Image Kist for you
•
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Aug: 8-910-11-11

Sebecabers wile bees rat
received Moir beere-deaverml
copy el The Seem Warr
This. by 5:30 p.m. Mendayfriday et by 3:30 p.m. ea
Salerfizys ere urged to call
133-1916 betimes 5:30
p.m. mod 6 p.m., Meadayhilly, or 3:30 p.m. mid 4
p.m. lefirdeys, to beers
delway of lb. newspaper.
Cols meet, be plated by 6
p.m. weeterys or 4 p.m.
ketradeys to gearentee
&Fiery.

Bel Air
Center
Murray, Ky.
753-8304
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UTILIZE OUR FREE
CREATIVE ADVERTISING
LAYOUT SERVICE
COMPLIEliip iiiiiiAlAii 0P16SERVICES
Make the most of your advertising. An effective
layout, attention getting art, good headlines, sharp
photographs and appealing graphic design can make
the difference between average and exceptional
results from your ads.

We have an imaginative and experienced advertisting
staff and offer FREE creative layout service to help
you get these exceptional resutls. Call us now and
we'll tell you more about Maximizing Your
Advertising.

Call 753- 19I9 Today!
Wierray Ledger & Times
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State Police Crime Report Shows Crime
In Kentucky Increased Slightly In 1978

ouA'1

FRANKFORT — State
police reported today that
Kentucky's crime rate went
up last year, but not by much.
According to the 1978
Uniform Crime Report, which
was released by State Police
Commissioner Kenneth E.
Brandenburgh, the increase
amounted to only a bare fourtenths of one percent. But that
rise, while slight, did appear
to put a crimp in the sharp
downturn which Kentucky's
crime rate took just one year
before.
In 1977, the annual crime
rate, which is measured in
terms of the number of offenses committed per 100,000
residents, dropped 8.4 percent, achieving the first
recorded downturn in major
crime for Kentucky since 1972.

SECRETARY HARSCHER'S CAR TESTED — Newly appointed Natural
Resources
Secretary Frank Harscher had his car tested as part of the department's auto
emissions
testing. The department will be conducting the testing free at this year's Kentucky
State Fair.

Challenge Re-Issued To Press
For Auto Emmissions Test
FRANKFORT — Not one to
give up, Frank Harscher has
re-issued his challenge to the
prpss to have their cars tested,
even though his car was
narrowly bested at today's
auto emission testing here by
a television station company
car.
Harscher, who was sworn in
Thursday as secretary of the
Department for. Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, said he will try for
better auto emissions marks
again Wednesday, Aug. 8, at 2
p.m.
The new Natural Resources
'Secretary, who drives a 1978
Toyota, received excellent
marks on the emissions
testing at an, informal press
conference-6'Thursday in
Frankfort. However, he was
barely beaten by the WKYTTV car.
• Harscher said he will have
his car adjusted to achieve
higher marks and has reissued his challenge to the

press to see if they can top his
score.
The challertge is for the
Wednesday afternoon kick-off
press conference in the
Kentucky State Fair Main
Parking lot where the
department will unveil its free
testing facilities. These
testing facilities will operate
throughout this year's state
fair.
The testing will be conducted in conjunction with the
Jefferson County Air Pollution
Control District.
There will be two testing
sites in operation at the fair, in
the main parking lot near
gates one and two. The
Wednesday press conference
will be conducted at the
testing site inside and to the
'right of gate one.
Harscher said he believes
many state and local officials
will attend the kick-off press
conference.
"We are very excited about
the current voluntary auto

'4111•r =Wm milliormaw millora4110,

1977 Plymouth Premier
Volare Wagon
One owner, rack on top, 23,166 miles, split seats,
fancy interior, cruise control, air conditioner.
recliner seats, wire wheel covers,super 6 engine.
Graves County owner, excellent tires, bumper
guards. Price. ..$3,950.00
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ISIVICE PARTS

GM

0112DERAL UM=RUM MISS:*

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
A/IBM an11111.

753-2617
1111mmtlirm aMilmir NOM

The turnaround in 1978,
crime was chiefly attributed
by state police to an increased
number of rapes, auto thefts
and burglaries. Forcible rape,
up 8.3 percent, had the
heaviest impact on the overall
crime rate figure for the past
year.
Auto theft and burglary, up
2.1 percent and 1.4 percent,
respectively, were next.
Although state police also
reported more robberies and
,larcenies where the value of
the goods stolen was $50 or
more, the rate at which they
increased was a barely
noticeable one-tenths of one
percent for each.
Of the seven major offenses
watched by state police to
determine how much crime is
committed in Kentucky an-
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SCHOOL BAG
• VINYL WITH LARGE POCKETS

TRAPPER
KEEPER
POCKET
PORTFOLIO

• INCLUDES TRAPPER PORTFOLIOS
POCKET FOR LOOSE PAPERS
NEW POCKET DESIGN. PENCIL CUP NOTE PAD

266 27
TAKE-ALONG.
RADIO

LABEUNG
TAPE
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• VINYL

36-.12"
RED, GREEN, BLUE
OR BLACK

• FEATURES TAB CUTTER
• DURABLE 8 MILS THICK
BUILT INTO THE WHEEL
USES 3/8' EMBOSSING TAPE AVAILABLE
WILL STICK TO ANY
IN YOUR FAVORITE COLORS
SMOOTH, DRY SURFACE
HIGH IMPACT PLASTIC TOOL IS
DURABLE AND LIGHTVVEIGHT

• MINIATURE
• SMARTLY STYLED
BLACK AND SILVER
POCKET SIZE
PORTABLE WITH
CONVENIENT CARRY
THONG AND
EARPHONE
BATTERY POWERED
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ve eaten all
you want and you're ready
lb have a good day'

BEGLEY'S
'SUSAN LEIGH"
(emirs)
SUNTAN
ill
goon Welk.
LOTION
BUTTER
Suntan •WITH COCOA
Et LANOLIN
Lotion

ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want,
too We want you to c mon in.
start the day off right, and
c moo back often to say
'Good Morning'

8 OZ

CLAIROL

LOVING
CARE
• NO PEROXIDE
• COLOR LOTION
• WASHES AWAY
ONLY THE GRAY
• ALL SHADES

7 271'

ClAVIM
s.ou• neaft.
anct •••••. •

[30
SINUTAB TABLETS GAVISCON ANTACID
• FOR RELIEF OF SINUS HEADACHE
AND CONGESTION
TABLETS
REGULAR•

30 TABLETS
OR EXTRA STRENGTH- 24 CAPSULES

.68 1.9

ALL FOR JUST

• FOR FAST RELIEF OF HEARTBURN
ACID INDIGESTION

BOX OF
32

56

Let Begley's Fill Your Next Prescription

•

(CHILDREN UNDER 12-990
BREAKFAST BUFFET • OPEN 6-10 A PA DAILY

Let Begley's fill your next prescription. Our professional
pharmacists will fill your prescriptions with the finest

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you cognise back.

12

"

DYMO

(It'll keep you comm'back!)
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• KILLS GERMS
BY MIWONS
ON CONTACT

oalWAS_
CoarlACT

The overall number of offenses reported for the year
was 105,697 or about 3,021
crimes per 100,000 residents.
Individual offense total swere
for rape - 725, for auto theft 8,765, for burglary - 30,925, for
rubbery -2,844, for larceny 58,203, for murder -318, and for
aggravated assault - 3,917.
By comparison, the 1977
crime total was 104,127 offenses or 3,011 crimes per
100,000 Kentuckians.
In
another
same-day
release, state police donfirmed an earlier unofficial
count which put the number of
persons killed in traffic accidents on Kentucky's highways during 1978 at 893.
That total represents 65
fewer deaths than were
reported over the 12-month
period in 1977.

A breakdown of arrested
offenders by age groups
further revealed at least onethird of all those persons
arrested last year for major
crimes were juveniles. The
biggest percentage of the
juvenile offenders were held
for burglary and larceny.

12 OZ

Aswwwww

• ANALGESIC
• TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRiN
PACKAGE OF 100

POET NAMED
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)
— William Virgil Davis has
won the 1979 Yale Series of
Younger Poets competition.
Chester Kerr, director of
Yale University Press, said
Davis' manuscript,"One Way
To Reconstruct the Scene,"
was selected from among 625
entries by poet Richard Hugo,
judge of the annual competition.
Davis, 39, is a professor of
English at Baylor University.
His book will be published by
the Yale press.

Breakfast
Buffet

pharmaceuticals available and at a price you can afford.

1.4
OUARITITV

•

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
LISTERINE

more than $16.8 million.
Auto thefts cost Kentuckians another $21.6 million
in stolen vehicles. The overall
loss figure for robbery and
larceny was an additional
$16.5 million.
Almost half of the reported
robberies took place on the
street. However, the biggest
factor behind larceny involved
the taking of articles from
automobiles, followed by
thefts of auto parts and accessories.

litifintill
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(BEGLEY'S
BONUS COUPON

TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN

Come try our

'Bel-Air Center

And while residential
burglaries
were
down
somewhat from a year ago,
state police said that private
hi;xnes still account for 60.3
percent of all reported
burglaries. The total dollar
value put on property lost
through both residential and
non-residential burglaries was

OHM

emissions testing;". Harscher
said. "It is an excellent opportunity for us to be of a
public service and to have the
public become more familiar
with this program," he said.
Drivers will be 'advised of
any defects causing their
automobiles to lose gasoline
mileage or emit pollution.
Harscher emphasized that no
license plate numbers will be
recorded, nor will 'any enforcement-type action- be
taken.
"This is simply a public
service for Kentucky's
citizens," he said. "In these
energy conscious times when
gasoline prices are soaring
and our urban areas are
plagued by air pollution, the
citizens deserve to know if
they're getting the best
gasoline mileage possible and
if they are helping to prevent
air pollution."
The Natural Resources
Department has trained extra
personnel to handle the testing
at the fair by conducting tests
on many state government
employee' cars this week in
Frankfort.
Testers from the departsilent and from Jefferson
County will be at the testing
sites at the fair from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; *9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday; and 9 a.m. to noon
Saturday
and
Sunday
throughout the fair.

$199

only
murder and
aggravated assault resisted
the latest upward shift in the
state's crime rate. During
1978, there were 9.9 percent
fewer killings and 8.9 percent
fewer assaults involving
threats or actual acts of
serious physical injury.
The report also showed a 12
percent decline in the number
of state, county and local
police officers assaulted
during the year.
nuall>
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Fulton Festival Has Bananas
By Helen Price Stacy
First, you find a bowl about
three feet high and five feet
across. Then you peel and
slice-preferably by hand 3,000 bananas that are not too
ripe and not too green.
Take 250 pounds of vanilla
wavers and spread in alternating layers with 950 pounds
of boiled custard, made
earlier and cooled.
pudding
the
Keep
refrigerated until guests
arrive - all 10,000 or more of
them!
That's the recipe for a oneton banana pudding, cooked
up each year for the International Banana Festival in
twin cities of Fulton, Ky. and
South Fulton, Tenn. This
marks Ibe 17th year for the
festival scheduled Aug. 15-19.

Aug. 17.
Each day of the festival is
filled with activities, contests
and games, food and lots of
people paying tribute to the
past when Fulton was the
crossroads for rail transportation and distribution of
delicious tropical bananas.
Each year many people
return to enjoy. the festival.
The Amigos from Ecuador are
again expected to add their
part to this gala event.
Already, many local people
have become "Top Bananas"
through their financial support of the festival.
There is a special Kiddie

For cooks who might not be
interested in a recipe to feed
10,000 guests, a special
Banana Bake-Off is part of the
festival activities.
-The recipe does not have to
be a dessert," is the word
from Banana Bylines in The
FuIten Daily Leader. "It can
be an entree or any dish as
long as it contains bananas."

FRANKFORT — State
Police Commissioner Kenneth
E. Brandenburgh has announced the appointment of a
of field
director
new
operations for the Kentucky
State Police.
The new director, who will
oversee KSP operations at all
of 16 Kentucky State Police
Posts, is Lt. Col. William
0. Bradley, a native of
Beattyville and career state
police officer since 1953. For
the past year, Bradley has
been serving as a major and
deputy of Lt. Col. Douglas L.
Sword whom he now replaces.

' The Pikeville post, which
Sword will now command for
the second time in his career
and at which he also once
worked as a radio operator
before becoming a trooper, is
located in especially familiar
territory for Sword, Brandenburgh noted. Sword is a
Pike County native.
Captain Don Powers, the
last Pikeville post commander, is being reassigned to
Frankfort where he will take
over command of the KSP
supply unit. from Captain
William 0. Newman, who
retired on July 31.
operations
field
New
director Bradley, 52, was
described by Brandenburgh
as an outstanding choice to
take over the post of director
of state police field operations
for he brings to that job the
. same sort of background that
proved so beneficial while I,t.
,Col. Sword was serving in that
capacity."
A trooper for ten years,
••• Bradley then went on to
become an assistant past
commander at London and
later post commander at
Ashland, Dry Ridge and Richmond before transferring to
Frankfort in 1978 to become
• Swords' deputy.

seed identification, tobacco
aucioneering, tractor engine
maintenance skills, welding,
judging,
horticulture
floriculture judging and
nursery judging.
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The FFA awards program
will take place at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Aug. 14, in
Newmarket Hall. The only
class not finished by that time
will be the beef show, which
takes place on Aug. 15.
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PORK SAUSAGE
WIENERS
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Brandenburg said that the
change was being made to
honor a request by Sword that
he is permitted to "move back
into a field police command."

Sword, 48, first became a
state policeman in 1953 and
:had served continuously in the
field first as a trooper and
then as- post commander at
Pikeville, Hazard, Morehead
;and Ashland before coming to
Frankfort just over two years
ago.

the fair. Dalton is a supervisor
in the Bureau of Vocational
Kentucky
Education,
Department of Education.
In addition to exhibiting in
corn, hay, horticulture,
agriculture mechanics, sheep,
swine, beef and dairy cattle
classes, FFA members will
compete in a variety of other
classes.
Among these contests are
dairy cattle judging, beef and
swine judging, meat judging,

I.
tuc
fan
piel

Equals A Chicken Psi A Half

Sword has been named to
take command of the state
police post at Pikeville.

The commissioner said he
had agreed to Sword's request
only with the greatest
reluctance because his long
experience as police and
commander in the field has
been invaluable to us here but
I also could understand his
desire to get back to what he
liked doing most."

FRANKFORT — Kentucky
Future Farmers of American
will have a full schedule at the
Kentucky State Fair, Aug. 918, at the Fair and Exposition
Center, Louisville.
As part of the 50th anniversary celebration of
Kentucky FFA, the state
association will have a float in
the Kentucky State Fair
Parade on opening day, said
Delmer Dalton, superintendent of the FFA events at

IF

Ken Brandenburgh
Field Director

crafts-people from several
states are scheduled to attend.
This event is set for Fulton's
City Park where, in addition to
Spacious areas for viewing
paintings and crafts, room has
been allotted for live entertainment. Artists or
craftspersons who wish to
exhibit may contact the
festival office in fulton.
This year a huge flea
market' will be a part of the
festival. Space is plotted on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Set for Aug. 16 and 17 on Lake
Street, the flea market will
open at 9 a.m. and closet at 5
p.m.

YOUR FOOD BILL WILL BE
SMALLER AT JOHN

The Banana Bake-Off is
sponsored by the American
Legion Auxiliary, and entry
blanks must be secured and
mailed to Banana Festival
Office, Box 428, Fulton, Ky.
42041 by Aug. 15. Foods must
be at the Senior Citizens
Center, Main Street in Fulton,
between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. on

Appoints KSP

Parade at 3:30 p.m. Aug. 15, at First Methodist Church,
Fulton, go through the twin
followed by a banana-split
rs
and finish at the band
cities
youngste
for
eating contest
age 11 through 13. Entry forms stand on Lake Street in
in the eating contest must be Fulton.
Trophies and T-shirts will be
completed and dropped into a
winners in various
Queen
awarded
Dairy
the
at
box
special
divisions. Entry forms for the
in Fulton before Aug. 10.
The annual dignitaries Run for the Bananas are
reception will be held at 11 available at the Leader
a.m. Aug. 17 at the Park Sporting Goods Store in Fulton
Terrafe. A luncheon will be and also the festival office,
given at the Holiday Inn after telephone 502-472-2975.
After the foot race is the
the reception.
"The Run for the Bananas" giant Banana Parade along
will be a 10,000 meter 16.2 the downtown Fulton route.
A two-day arts and crafts
miles) foot race at 8:30 a.m.
Aug. 18. The race is open to show is a highlight of the
people of all ages. It will start festival. Many artists and

1

Kentucky FFIVers Have Full
Schedule At Kentucky Fair
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Tourists Make Kentucky Vacation Destination
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's Bluegrass region,
famed for, its rolling hills and
picturesque horse farms, once
was regarded by the traveling
public primarily as an
overnight step on the way to
more established southern
vacationlands.
Today, tourists in growing
numbers are making the
Bluegrass a destination rather
than a stopover.
The most important factors
in this change area greater
awareness , of tourism's
economic significance, an
increase in the number and

quality of tourist facilities and
attractions in the region and a
more determined effort on the
part of state and community
leaders to attract visitors to
Kentucky.
Tourism is already a major
source of income for Kentuckians.
Development
Secretary William Short said
expenditures by out-of-state
tourists have increased by 460
percent since 1963. The
Bluegrass counties share in
this increase, he added.
Figures from the state
Department of Tourism,
which is a Development

Cabinet agency, show out-ofstate visitors spent $1,013
billion in Kentucky last year,
of a total of $1.4 billion in
tourism income. The 17
counties tn the Bluegrass Area
Development District accounted for $220.1 million or
about 15.7 percent of the state
total.
The visitor to the Bluegrass
has a wide range of entertainment, recreational
activities and historic attractions from which to
choose.
He can enjoy the varied
nightlife of Lexington, the

region's largest uroan center,
or hike through the unspoiled
wilderness of the 600,000-acre
Daniel Boone National Forest.
He can tour the area's many
historic homes, state shrines
and settlements. Shakertown
offers authentically preserved
grounds and 27 buildings of a
19th-century Shaker settlement near Harrodsburg.
He can share Kentucky's
traditional love of the horse by
visiting a horse farm such as
Claiborne Farm near Paris,
the largest Thoroughbred
breeding farm in the world. It
is the home of the 1973 Triple

Crown winner, Secretariat.
Or he can see one of the
commonwealth's newest and
most exciting attractions for
lovers of all types of horses —
the Kentucky Horse Park,
located on a 1,032-acre site
near Lexington. The park
features the International
Museum of the Horse; tours
on horseback, by wagon and
on foot; a steeplechase
course dressage ring; polo
field and a 260-acre campground.
Ray Gillespie, executive
vice president of the Greater
Lexington • Chamber
of

Commerce, is convinced these
and central Kentucky's many
other attractions insure that
tourism, already a strong
force in the region, will
become even more important
in the years ahead.
directs the
Gillespie
multi-faceted
chamber's
effort to promote tourism in
the Greater Lexington area.
The chamber operates a fulltime visitors' bureau, contracts with a distribution
service to supply rest stops on
interest highways leading into
Kentucky with brochures and
pamphlets concerning the

Bluegrass and puts on travel
shows.
Other chamber tourism
include
activities
participating in conventions of
tourism groups and travel
brokers and advertising in
magazines and newspapers.
The figures show the efforts
of Gillespie and others to bring
more visitors into the
Lexington area have met with
resounding success. In
Fayette County alone, more
than $124 million was
generatgd by travelers in
direct expenditures last year.
Total sales by travel-related
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businesses exceeded $272
million.
In the entire Bluegrass
region, total sales by travelrelated businesses amount to
$499 million. In addition,
tourist activity in the area
produced more than $97
million in tax revenues.
Travel
and
tourism
provided jobs for 20,730
central Kentuckians, with
2,563 firms engaged in some
form
of
travel-related
business.
Gillespie said Fayette
County's primary out-of-state
tourist market is the midwestern and northeastern
states, particularly Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, New York
and Pennsylvania. However,
central Kentucky attracts.
tourists from all over, including many foreign countries, he added.
Most of the region's foreign
visitors now come from
Canada. However, Gillespie
sees an increasing number of
European tourists attracted to
the Bluegrass in the future.
The growth in European
tourists results in large part
from the highly successful
international three-day
equestrian event held last fall
at the Kentucky Horse Park,
he said. The competition attracted 170,000 visitors from
all over the world.
"That one event broadened
our scope and generated a
great deal of interest in
Lexington on the' part of
European travel brokers,"
Gillespie said.
The presence of the Kentucky International Tourism
Office in Brussels, Belgium,is
another
major %•factor
stimulating European interest
in Kentucky, he added.
9illespie said the new
Kentucky Department of
Tourism, established July 1,
will serve an important
function in expanding the
tourism industry not only in
his region, but throughout the
commonwealth.
The department, which is
headed by Commissioner
Hank Lindsey, brings under
one umbrella all state
programs, including the international tourism office, to
promote tourism and encourage tourism business
development.
"I think that combining all
the agencies and programs
connected with tourism into a
single department where you
can have a coordinated effort
to promote the industry is
very important," Gillespie
said.
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To Join Ford In
Bypass Dedication
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FRANKFORT — James R.
Yocom, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of
Labor, has been elected
president of the National
Association of Government
Labor Officials NAGLO).
NAGLO is comprised of
labor commissioners of each
state, Puerto Rico and U.S.
territories. The purpose of
NAGIA is to encourage the
cooperation of all governments that are charged with
the administration of laws and
regulations for the protection
and welfare of workers.
Through the exchange of
information, the group aims to
bring about a greater
uniformity of laws and
regulations and the administration of them.
The organization's 62nd
annual convention was held.
July 29-Aug. 3 in little Rock,
Ark.
Charles Daniels, director of
the Arkansas Department of
Labor, was elected NAGLO
.vice president. Al Meier,labor
commissioner for Iowa, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
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FRANKFORT — Gov.
Julian Carroll and Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson will join U.S. Senator
Wendell Ford in Owensboro
Aug. 11 for a ceremony
dedicating the U.S. 60 By-pass
Wendell Ford
as the
Expressway.
The ceremony will be held
at 4:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Daviess County courthouse in
conjunction with a presentation to Ford by the Young
Democrats of Daviess County.
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Hospital'Phantom'May
Be Responsible For
Intensive Care Deaths
(;,,

_

A
the intensive

'phantom" ot
care unit who tampered with
the life-support systems of
patients at a public hospital
here
been
may
have
responsible for three or four
deaths, the county district
attorney said Monday.
District
County
. Bibb
Mtorney W. Don Thompson
also said no one currently
employed at the Medical
Center of Georgia was
suspected of any wrongdoing
:• in the series of incidents.
Officials at the 450-bed
hospital say there were no
'unusual deaths, and that no

rongdoing occurred..
Thonipson says a MO-Month

his office indicated
• one single individual" who is

not currently on the hospital's
staff shut off warning
systems, pulled intravenous
feeding needles from the arms
of patients or increased the
flow of medicine. '
•'We've kind of zeroed in on
about 20 incidents, and the
number of deaths out of that
were in the three or four
range. Those may be
somehow
causally connected," Thompson said in a
telephone interview Monday.
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1. LEGAL NOTIek

MMIUitalit

2 NOTICE

LEGAL
NOTICE
The Western Kentucky
Regional
Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Incorporated, is currently
seeking nominations
for election to the
board in order to fill
vacancies in McCracken, Marshall,
Calloway, Ballard and
Hickman Counties.
Aboard member must
reside in the county
which they represent,
have a demonstrated
interest in mental
health, mental retardation, or alcohol/drug
abuse and cannot be a
paid employee of any
program or activity
operated by the Board
or its' affiliates.
Interested persons
desiring to submit
nominations may do so
in writing, giving the
name, address and
qualifications to Ron Ruggles, Director of
Community Relations,
Western Kentucky
Regional
Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., P.
0. Box 1502, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001.
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Photo Copy
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Sales 11 tonics
TWIN LACES
OFFICE PSOMMTS
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We Now Have Natural
Gas heaters, furnaces,
ranges and water
heaters at discount
prices.

TEXGAS
Railroad Ave.
753-1823
NOW OPEN! North Hills,
Park Minature Golf. Hours, 1
041 1.1 9 pm, 7 days 4 week. 3
.7tiles north of Paris on High
.say 64)

I Copy & Restoration

Carter
Stuflio
753-8298

2, NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759 4600
GOD IS Love. Bible study,
anytime. Bible Facts and
Free Store, 759 4600

•

Is A Spec,a.ts At

Starks hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
.1

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

A NEW
COMMUNITY
DIRECTORY
We ore currently
gathering information
for the new community
directory.
Your cooperation in
assisting
' our
enumerators list your
family and business correctly will be appreciated. There is no
charge for your listing.
JOHNSON
PUBLISHING
CO., INC.
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9. SITUATIONS WANTED
RESPONSIBLE
LADY
. would like to babysit toddler
Close
to
University.
References available. call
753 4188.
10 BUS. OPPORTUNITY

24 HOUR
ICE VENDING
SERVICE

BIBLE CAL/
Rear Wednesday and
Thursday "Why Ile Baptized?" 759-4444 or
"Child,.,,', Story"
759-4445,

Nominations should be
received by Wednesday, August 15,1979.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

2 NOTICE

1215 Diuguid Drive
just off 12th Street
This rook wily

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
MALE OR
FEMALE

501.h.,
WHAT WE do best s
Headline. 753 6333
S. LOST / FOUND
LOST: 2 CAR keys and 3
other keys on Peoples Bank
key chain. Reward offered. If
found bring to the office of
the Murray Ledger and
Times Lost Monday in the
vicinity of the First Baptist
Church and the Post Office.
.HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
ME R R i MAC enables you to
earn cash on your own hours.
Our guarenteed line of toys
and gifts plus super hostess
incentives make this party
plan program unbeatable.
No investment, delivery or
collection. Call collect to Ann
Baxter, 319-556-8881 or write
Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
EXPERIENCED
FINISHED
carpenter,
Capable of working unsupervised, and also a top
notch cabinet maker. Apply
at Roy's Carpenter Shop by
calling 753.4124.
EARN EXTRA money. No
investment. Take orders for
Lisa low priced jewelry. For •
fraiw catalogs call toll free
800-631 1258.
HOMEWORKERS. EARN
88198 securing, stuffing
envelopes.
Free details.
Reply. Titah, Box 946813 ZN,
Schaumberg, IL 60194.
IMMEOIATE
'PLACEMENT
Will hire
three. Need motivated 17.24
year old males for Nuclear
training. Must be high school
grad. Have above average
ability in math, algebra. $121
weekly. Room board,
medical. Two years paid
traiining. Call. Navy 1502)
753-6.439. Or call toll free 1800,841-8000.

Kelley's Termite
ik Pest
74. MISCELLANEOUS

a

HELP
WANTED
--AP-PlY In Person

JERRY'S
RESTAURANT
South 12th
An Equal
Qccortvnity Ealpkrfet
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
fuil time medical office
Purse, medical experience
helpful or will train. Send
resume to P.O. Box 943,
Murray, KY.
JANITOR. MUST be able to
run buffer, work late hours.
Write P.O. Box 32 Z. Murray,
KY.
KITCHEN HELP needed,
must be able to work Sam tll
1 pm, and weekends. Apply
in person McDonalds, 107
North 12th.
NEEDED: TWO waitresses,
cook, and dishwasher. All
daytime work. Applications
will be taken at the Hungry
Bear Restaurant, Main
Street. on Tuesday and
Wednesday. August 14th and
15th, from 8 am til I pm. We
will be closed, but side door
will be open.
NEED RESPONSIBLE adult
to babysit small infant. Most
have
references.. Call
anytime,753.0343.
ONE EXPERIENCED short
order
federal
cook,
minimum pay plus bonus.
Also
one
experienced
waitress. Phone 474-2259.
PART TIME, company
benefits, office clerk. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32 C,
Murray, KY.
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
medical
major
group
hospital coverage. Call
Bennett & Associates 753.
7273,
WANTED, Full and Part
day
time
help
also
preperation person. Apply in
person at Burger Queen,
Hwy 641 N.
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
body man. Call 753.2906 or
759-4601.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
medical
major
group
hospital coverage. Call
Bennett & Associates 753
1273

23 EXTERMINATING

If you hove achieved
success in life insurance
sales, and might be interested in a management opportunity with a
Kentucky Company,
contact our office. Excellent fringe benefit
program. An equal op-portunity employer. Jo
Williams Hill. Phone
444-6967.
12. INSURANCE
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call
Bennett S. Associates MI
7273.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAAAAROpOOR panels,
in good shape Call 753-7393
CLASS RINGS, men $15,
womens
$10. - . Prompt
payment. Carl Wallace,
Route 4, Box 251C, Benton,
KY 42025.
JUNK CARS. Call atter 5 pm,
474-8838.
WANTED TO buy Standing
timber, top prices paid. 4892334. .
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. Ramsey 8,000
lb. wench, good condition,
$350. Tandem axle 16' utility
trailer,$550. 753-2329.
USED SAILBOAT, 14' with
trailer. Used piano,$200. Call
753 1202.
WE HAVE used air conditioners from 5.000-23,000
BTU at reduced prices. Dill's
Electric 753.91Q1 or 753 1551.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE SOFA for sale,
walnut trim, good condition.
753-6)02.
COUCH AND chair: coffee
and end tables with lamp.
G.E. golCrattraiher,
excellent condition, $150. All.
items tike new. Call 753-4755
after 5 pm.
FOR SALE: Green couch
and chair, like new; kitchen
table and 6 chairs; ?roll-away beds. Call 7534385. `
G.E.
REFk IGERATOR,
avacado, in good condition.
Phone 753-3295.
MOVING SALE. Lots 'of
antiques, wash stands, pie
safes, dressers, brass items,
and accessories. Phone 753.
4395.
MATCHING
EARLY
American couch and chair,
practically new. Must sell.
Phone 753-6209.
MOVING
SALE!
2
refrigerators, freezer.
washer and dryer, king-size
bed, stereo console, breakfast room set, wall unit for
girl's room. Call 753-8674.
STUDIO COUCH, good
shape,$25. 753-5071.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS

tutor
racoon
CLEANERS

•

For factory authorized porta,
sales, and service can (01)
642-781, Located at 190 W.
Washington SI, Court Square,
Paris,IN

19. FARM EQUIP.
300 AhF COMBINE, bean and
corn headers. Also 2 ton
chevrolet truck. All In good
condition. Call after 4 pm,
753-8232.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
WINCHESTER SHOTGUN,
12 gauge, automatic, $100.
Call 489.2787.
22. MUSICAL
COMM
TRUMPET
Excellent condition. Great
for beginner. Priced to sell
Call 753.0006.
FOR SALE: Baldwin fun
machine, perfect condition,
$500.759 1322.
LIKE
Silver
NEW,
Stradivarius Bach Trumpet
Excellent tondition. $360
Call 759-1119.
YAMAHA Stereo, 80 Watt,
Seperate
components.
Complete system Including
glass cabinet. 10 months old.
Call 901 642 4416

NOTICE
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT HAS A VACANCY FOR
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSE II AND
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSE III. BEGINNING
SALARY FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSE II
fS $4.36 PER HOUR. REQUIREMENTS FOR
POSITION ARE:
DIPLOMA AND LICENSE TO PRACTICE IN
KENTUCKY WITH ONE YEAR EXPERIENCE,
OR ASSOCIATE DEGREE AND LICENSE TO
PRACTICE IN KENTUCKY,
BEGINNING SALARY FOR COMMUNITY
HEALTH NURSE III IS $4.57 PER HOUR. REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS POSITION ARE:
BS DEGREE AND LICENSE TO PRACTICE IN
KENTUCKY, NO EXPERIENCE, OR DIPLOMA
OR ASSOCIATE DEGREE WITH TWO YEARS
EXPERIENCE AND LICENSE TO PRACTICE LN
KENTUCKY.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT,
701 OLIVE STREET,MURRAY,KENTUCKY.
ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT ON OR BEFORE MIDNIGHT, AUGUST 10,
1979.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PROCRAFT BASS boat,
fully equipped with 150 hp
Black Mac Mercury motor
New 24' Starcratt camper,
self contained, used
one
time. 1977 Chevrolet 4-wheet
drive pickup truck. Any
reasonable offer will be
accepted. Coll between 7 and
5. 7534779.
10" SEARS TABLE saw. Call
7531662 after 4 pm.

32. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Apartment, Partial utilities
Paid, no pets. Call 753-9741.
TWO BEDROOM duplex for
couple or with 1 child, $135
per month. Water and air
conditioner furnished. No
dogs. Deposit required. Call
49 2595.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM for Rent, two blocks
from University. $65.00 per
month. Utilities included.
Boys only. Call 436 2411 or
753-4146.
_ .

43

11

14

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
KIRKW005 DRIVE, 3
bedroom, family room,
garage. Deposit and lease
required. $300 per month.
Call 753 6245.
TWO BEDROOM, all elec.
Inc. deposit. $165 per month.
Call 753 3582.
16

RENT OR LEASE

IS. BUS.SERVICE
SANSU1
G-3000, AM FM
stereo receiver, 26 watts per
channel. S210. 753 8216.

26. TV-RADIO
MACO 300 BILATERAL
amatuer linear worth $1 per
watt, now only $250. 492-8834
PIERCE SIMPSON Bengal
AM-SS8. CO. base or mobile
with slider. New was $449,
now 3200. 492 8834.
STACK 3 MOSEIEY'S CB
antenna, can talk to Canada
and Mexico. New $150, now
$754928834
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 DOUBLE WIDE-trailer,
24x44, to be moved
3
bedrooms,
111
baths.
Lamplighter, unfurnished or
furnished. Call 474 2284, ask
for Tom.
.
RICHARDSON 12x60. TWO
bedroom, 1' 2 baths, central
heat and air conditioning,
storm windows, drapes
$6000. Cali 759 1071 after 5
pm.
12)(65 THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, partially furnished, on
108x122 lot, central air, gas
heat and cooking. Located by
East School. Call 7538342.
1979 14x70 VICTORIAN
MOBILE home for sale. Call
354 8669 or 354 8173.

21. MOB.HOME RENTS
12x60, TWO BEDROOM,
central heat and air, new
furniture,
new
carpet
throughout. See at Shady
Oaks, no phone calls please.
TWO BEDROOM,all electric
Inaba, home. No pets. Call
7534800.

29. HEATING & COOLING
GE. AIR conditioner, 18.000
BTU,3 years warranty, $225.
753.0929 office. 753.0626
home.
.
30. BUS: RENTALS
AVAILABLE
IM.
mEDIATELY, 1,000 square
feet in Southside Shopping
Center, next to Jim's Shoe
OutI
A 7753-6612.
31.
NT TO RENT
WANTED: TWO or three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 7594064 after
five.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR rent
near University. $90 per
month. Call 753-61,4 after 7
pm.
DUPLEX. TWO bedroom,
stove and refrigerator, $160
per month Call 753.8631.
FOR RENT: Furnished
apartment at New Concord,
$80 per month. Call 436-2427.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment Deposit. No pets.
$100 per month. Call 75311129.
ONE BEDROOM, partially
furnished, quiet, near School.
MK) includes utilities. Call
753-6639 after 5 pm.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment. Single or couple
only. Phone 753 9925 or 436
5577

Office Space for
rent. CaU 7537618 after 5:00.

15
Hi
sir
he
WI
01

Mini

75'

Warehouse
Storage Space

1•

fa

For Rent
in
10
C.
al
ov

753-4758
37. LIVESTOCK.SUPP.
PRODUCE YOUR own meat
supply Raise rabbits from
red,
white. and
blue
pedigreed stock. Brbeding
stock available from show
quality strain. Call 753.6843.
Pleasant Grove Rabbitry.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC ADULT male Bassett
Hound, 2 years old, good
childs pet. $125. Call 753-0672.
FOUR YEAR olcf saddle bred
mare Call after 5 pm, 7.591192
LOVEABLE PEEK.A.
POOS.$50. Call 7531711
SHERRI'S SOAP and Shape
professional dog grooming.
104 North 13th Street. Phone
753-056.
.SAINT BERNARD puppies,
AKC registered, 595. 1-2478068.
41, PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE, Thursday
and Friday, 8 til 5 in Stella in
front-of'Gambles Tr-after-- Park.
LARGE YARD sale! Fur-.
niture, household
items,
clothing. August 9th 11th. 220
South 15th Street.
,
MOVING! MUST sell. items
can be seen Wednesday
through Saturday from 9 to 6
off Route 1 in Coldwater on
Snow Road, first trailer on
right
YARD SALE, 21% Wirth 5th,
Friday+ and Saturday, 9 am
tit ?.
YARD SALE, 603 Vine
Street, Tuesday and Wed.
nescia y.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Leaving town, lots
of items. Lynn Grove High.
way, home of Janice Austin.
YARD SALE, 1607 Wiswell
Road, Friday, August 10th
from 8 til 4.
YARD SALE, 303 South 8th
St., Saturday. Wrought iron
posts, portable electric
rotisserie oven, chair and
sofa, humidifier, 20 gallon
aquarium, tools, clothes, and
etc.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
*August 11th. 9 am til 6 pm,
six miles south of Murray on
New Concord highway.
Recliner, maple stereo
cabinet, baby clothes and
items, childrens clothes size
4, maternity clothes size 14,
many more useful items.

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION

The Murray Board of Education is
7'
now accepting applications for the
following positions: Custodian and
Bus Drivers. Applications may be
picked up at the Board Office
Buildng at Ninth and Poplar Streets,
Murray, Ky., from 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

We wish to thank all of our
friends for their concern while
our daughter, Kimberly DeAnne,
was in the hospital at Vanderbilt.
We greatly appreciate your
thoughts and prayers more than
words could ever say.
Thanks Again,
Dean & Karen Alexander

BOB RICHARDS
Former Olympic Champion has
formed a new company that:
1. Provides unlimited insome
2. Produces a business with
no risk or investment.
3. Be your own boss.
4. Vested interest for life.
Dynamic new Sales Venture.
Come hear Bob in person at the
Holiday Inn, Thursday night,
August 9, 1979 at 8:00 p.m.
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PUT IT IN THE

FOR RESULTS 41.

43. REAL ESTATE

50. USED TRUCKS
53. SERVICES OFFEk ED
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
FOR
YOUR
,home
Deluxe pickup, 350 automatic
alterations, repair, and
CHOICE
Sisley Wien &
WATERFRONT,'
with air 753 9872 from 9 hI 5
remodeling,
also new 'homes
lake view and small acre
Really Sales
1977 DODGE VAN, 318 burns and commercial, call 753
tracts near iaxe at Hamlin,
Cot haat Jinn
regular, overhead console, 5 6123
KY about 10 miles east of
•
A uctior -er µeditor
bucket seats, custom in
Murray
All have good
Apjaiser
tenor, sunroof and power FOR YOUR coal needs, call
building sites This property
797-8318
Ph 901 47,2986 479-3713
Edward
write
or
I
vent, includes CB and
can be purchased with a low
Pock, Rt.1, Dawson Springs,
South F -1ton Tenn
tapeplayer,
battery KY
2
down payment and the
42408.
system. 492.8814
balance financed at less than
Sears:
BY
IDEAL
STARTER 1976 GMC, Sierra Grande GUTTERING
bank rates We also have
Sears
continous gutters
WALK TO
home. .Stop throwing your 'Two tone„ Power steering,
several lake area homes for
installed
per
Your
money away for rent. Build Brakes, tilt wheel air con
THE UNIVERSITY
sale
John C. Neubauer,
equity it a home of your ditioned, 40,000 miles, 350.V8, specifications. Call Sears
Realtor,
1111
Sycamore
753-2310 for free estimates.
Just listed, this sharp
I own! Move nto this char• $3,500 Call 759-1759.
Street, Murray, 753-0101 or
INSULATION BLOWN in by
',ming 2 bedroom and quit 1976 GMC SIERRA
brick home on large
751-7531.
Clitssic
Sears, save on these high
saving rent receipts. This truck_ Loaded.
435-4420
lot. Hardwood floors,
heating and cooling bills.
kitchen
large
doll house has
fireplace in living
Call Sears, 753.2310, for free
with washer and dryer and 1962 4x4 INTERNATIONAL
SCOUT,
283 Chevy engine, 3
estimates.
built-in dishwasher...Small
room and affordable
transmission, new
enough to be econmical but speed
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
paint,
tires,
AM
price. $31,900. Phone
FM
radio.
comfort.
enough
for
large
repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
11200.499-8892
your
7531492
for
Call
Kopperud Realty, 753service. 753 7400.
preview. Ask about owner 51. CAMPERS
1222 for friendly,
financing. Offered by Loretta 21' GILES TRAVEL trailer, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
n
"
courteous Real Estate
Jobs Realtors.
all self-contained. Call 435. small electrical jobs done?
". BOYD-MAJORS
4490.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
Service.
Service calls are our
speciality.
Ernest
Call
REAL ESTATE
SITE
FOR
excellent 52. BOATS &MOTORS
,er9 unitea
White, 753-0605.
lakefront home, overlooks
Syntliciat, Inc
753-8080
HARRIS GROVE
Corn
River
Blood
with deep water
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Triunity, located on Highway
Approximately 2 acres,
and gas installation, will do
1550 near intersection of
Prnles.siumal Services
water
available
plumbing, heating and air
Highway 893 A very nice 2
With The I. rieridiv Town'
24' 1979 Elate Boat,
Venm
riypurttaY exclusive area
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
acres with small bungalo
Call
Guy Spann Realty, 753
used only 4 hours, purhome. Could be very nice
MOBILE HOME anchors.
A-Frame - Cypress
7724.
with sorrie work We want an
Aluminum and fiberglass
chased
Grayson
from
secluded
New
Spr.
2
ESTATIREAL
43.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
offer. Asking $16,000 The
underpinning, white, beige,
43. REAL ESTATE
Nelson Shroaf Co Realtors,
and brown. Roofs sealed.
BR., lake home on
BRICK, TWO bedroom
McClure Sept. 1, 1978.
759 1707.
Also
patio awnings, open or
house
with
2 acres. Has den,
tree-studded lot. Elec.
Con be seen at Ken Lake
screened in, with or without
patio, and 2 car garage which
IDEAL FOR the, busy
heat, carpeting, air
windows.
Also
carports,
seperate from the house.
family. This home is almost
Morino. Dockage paid
single and double sizes. Jack
Located on . curb road bet
• maintenance
conditioner, range,
Glover,
6 pm.
753-1873
after
ween
Olive
and Hardin.
flee Beautifully
until May 1980. Selling
paneled
refrigerator. Only
525,000. Call 354-8191 after 5
inside brick outside Large
MITCHELL BLACKTOP for health reasons.
$21,000.
lot with fenced backyard, a
2 bch., frame house
Prn.
PING, driveways and small
convenient kitchen that has it
jobs a speciality, also pat
BY
BUILDER; New 4
in the city of
located
all
dishwasher, disposal,
bedroom, 21/2 bath house in
1972 MODEL 25 HP Johnson ching and seal coating. 753
Is
inflation
beating
rental,
Fisherman's
Retreat:
you
for
idea
Murray,
oven,
1537.
Canterbury. Call 753-3903 for
surface
unit,
motor. Needs some minor
down? One way to
refrigerator and large sunny
further information.
This cozy cottage on
FLAT
retired or small family
or
carburator repair. Runs o.k. ROOFING,
eating area All of the best
keep
up is to own your
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath, as is. Asking $300. Phone 436- shingles, water proofing and
large wooded lot not
only S12,000.
for less
priced in the low
mobile
homes.
years
15
brick
home
in
city
2443.
of
Murray.
own home. Let us show
far from water in
540's. Call 753 1492 Offered
experience. Ca11435 4173.
will accept motor home or 53. SERVICES
OFFERED
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
you this attractive 3
Center Ridge subv.
acreage as trade for equity.
SMALL ENGINE repair,
APPLIANCE
REPAIR,
753-8895.
efficient mechanic on duty at
BR honie that is
Only $7900.
refrigeration and air conall times
Contact Mon47, MOTORCYCLES
conveniently located
ditioning. Call Bill Rollins,
CID-r
tgomery
Ward Catalog Store,
1973 HONDA BC-350, ap- 753-0762.
at /510 Clayshire.
753-1966.
2-Bay Cleanup Shop,
proximately 75 mpg. Call 753ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
Offered in low PO's.
BASEMENT? We
WET
8342.
32' x 40' on 6 acres,
circulating
fireplaces, make wet basements
dry,
1976 HONDA 55.1, MANY
roofing, insurance work. Call
about 7 miles N. of
work completely guarenteed
iloba Smith. Realtor
extras, like new. Call 753Murray Remodeling. 753Murray on 641. City
or
Call
write Morgan ConS. REAL ESTATE
6597.
5167.
struction Co., Route .2, Box
Water, 250' Road
1978 YAMAHA IT-175, good
ALCOA ALUMINUM siding 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
753-3263 ANYTIME
741
.
kt..,
1
condition. Call 753-7228.
frontage.
Good
and trim. Call after 6 Pm, call day or night, 1-442-7026.
Si.
392W.
753-1873, Jack Glover.
CHOICE
49. USED CARS
Investment ... $35,000.
WILL HAUL anything that
7153-7411 (ultimo)
BUILDING SITE
COR- BYARS BROTHERS & Son- will fit in a pickup truck. 753JUST REDUCED $2500.2 1976 CHRYSLER
General
home
remodeling,
DOBA,
lean
400
burn,
5857.
burns
family home on large lot
Beautifully wooded lot
framing, aluminum siding,
located
near
WILL BABYSIT in my home
Bel Aire regular gas, leather interior,
only 4 miles from
LARGE LOT for sale on
Shopping Center '2 bedroom 37,000 miles, excellent gas gutters, and roofing. Call 1- in Pottertown, Panaroma
395 - 4967 or 1-3624895.
Highway
299
Kirksey.
in
and 1 bath on one side and 1 Mileage. (Was wifb's ca')
ON A tight budget, but want
Murray First time
Shores area. Call after 5 pm,
BACKHOE
WORK
and 436-2262.
bedroom
to own a home") Come see Over 1L2 acre with mobile
apartment on 492-8834.
offered for sale. Has
Ideal for other. Or easily converted
bulldozing. 437-1533 after 8
this 2 bedroom located on home hook-up
to 1975 CHEVY MALIBU, 4WILL DO plumbing, heating
pm,354-8161.
private setting on
10th Street for less than mobile but could be very nice 3 bedroom 2 baths single' door, good condition, runs
and air conditioning, repairs
building site. Included is family hOme. See today
BUSHHOG1NG, DISCING, and remodeling around the
$20.000
Call Guy Spann
by good. $1600. 435-4306.
blacktop setting with
electric pole, deep well, calling 753 1492. .Offered
Realty, 753 7724
by 1973 CUTLASS S. 2-door, 350 grading, preparing garden home, such as; painting,
useable septic tank. Make an
dose access to cornLore.ta Jobs Realtors
for planting, and yard work. carpentry, and concrete.
SCHOOL
with air, sharp. 753-9872 from
DAYS
are offer. The Nelson Shroat Co
753mtlnity water system.
Call 753-6123.
coming...Invest in money Realtors, 759 1707.
9 til 5.
2211 or 753-9600.
making
near
duples
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Price at $7500. Phone
1972
DODGE
University. Both apartments
Block garages, basements,
CHALLENGER,
318
Kopperud Realty 753driveways, walks, Patios,
are neat and clean. Good
automatic. 753-9872 from 9 til
1222 for all your real
income opportunity for
steps, free estimates. 7535.
,
$36,500
5476.
Call Guy Spann
estate needs.
Sourhside Court Square
FOR SALE: 1978 Redbird,
101 Realty, 753.7724.
special edition Firebird. AM- CARPET CLEANING, at
Murray, Kentucky
^
reasonable
rates. Prompt
VM tape stereo, tilt wheel,
753-4451
Power and electric, great and efficient service. Custom
condition. Call 753.6786 after Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
6 pm. '
satisfied
HAVE new, Mazda's RX-7, estimates,
references, Vibra-Vac steam
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
626, GLC. Call 753-0320.
Never lived in - brand
or
cleaning.
dry
Call Lee's
Insured and experienced. Call
1967 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, Carpet Cleaning,
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
753.5827 or
real clean. Call 753-7575 or 753-5816.
day or night.
bath, brick
with
753-3277.
CARPENTRY
SERVICE.
central heat and air,
1978 PONTIAC TRANS Am, Whatever
your needs, old or
loaded. 753-4331.
emmener
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
new, quality work. Call 753SCI RR ICO,
1976
LOW 0565.
ft. of living area.
miteage, automatic, air COMPARE
AND save on
Large cypress deck on
LAKEFRONT
conditioned, $4200. Call 753- chain
link fencing. Circle A
6865.
three sides. Located on
PROPERTY
Fencing. 753-8407.
WILL BUY wrecked and CAN'T GET
large, excellent main
Beautiful wooded
thoSe small jobs
junk cars, lunk car motors, around the
house or mobile
lake front lot. Built for
waterfront lot with
batteries, and radiators. Call home
done? Carpentry,
Purson and Sons, 437-4719.
year around living.
mobile home and 2
painting,
plumbing,
50. USED TRUCKS
aluminum siding, patios,
$61,900.
boat covered boat
small concrete lobs. Call 436.OWNER
1978
BY
Beauville
dock located on
Van, 8 passenger, all power, 2562 after 5 pm.
Jobe Stan. Realtor
private cove just off
tilt, cruise, cloth captains DO YOU
need stumps
Michelien tires, low removed from your yard or
chairs,
main channel of Kenmileage. Call after 6 pm,753- land cleared of stumps? We
tucky Lake. Good loca6760.
can remove stumps up to 24'
tion and realistic price
1959 CHEVROLET TWO ton below the ground, leaving
763-7411 (aoytime)
only sawdust and chips. Call
grain bed and sides, $800
- $24,500. Phone Kopfor free estimate, Steve Shaw
Call 753-9920
perud Realty for all
753-9440
or Bob Kemp 435CHEVY
1974
TANDEM
your Real Estate
dump truck 427 58.2 tag 4343.
axile, 14 ft Rodgers bed. DRIVEWAYS AND parking
Needs.
1965 530 Ck Case backhoe. areas, white rocked and
graded. All kinds pea gravel.
Call 753-7396 after 6 pm.
Free
estimates.
Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
DOG
GROOMING.
All
breeds. By appointment.
IC,lesion *not
Pick up and delivery. Connie
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Lampe,436-2510.
Closed All Day Wed.
FENCE SALES at Sears
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
Price of
free estimates for your
RAIRCUT $2.00
needs.
PRICE SHAVE $1.75
h,meow a beim oft Owe sa 733-341$ aly
FOR YOUR chain link
Neel PM& forrfie
fencing
needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753-1966.
43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

51. SE_RVICES 010FERED
$3 SERVICESOFFERED
WILL HAUL driveway white
WILLIES
Interior
and rock and
Ag lime, also have
'Exterior Painting For tree
any type of brown or white
estimates call 759 1867
Pea gravel. Call Roger
YOUR TREES could be Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545
silently suffering from insect $4.
iE COLUMN
attack and or fungus disease.
REE KITTENS to give
A new method of pesticide
ay
to good
homes
injection to your trees can
and
good
correct
most of these Holsebroken
problems easily and quickly modsers Ca11436 5502
Scientific and effective. Cali 57. WANTED
today,
EPA
certified WANTED: FARM families
Kelley's Termite & Pest interested in a top notch
Control, Inc., 100 South 13th major
medical
group
Street, Murray, KY 42071. hospital coverage. Call
Phone 753 3914 33 years of Bennett & Associates 753
experience in pest control
7273

FOR SALE

'Now that Skylab has fallen, Ed says all
we have to worry about is Niagara Falls."

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

•

••

II
753-1222

WILSON

INSURANCE

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Spring House Cleaning
Special

•
.ts

011111111111111hill
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

th
on
IC
nct
on
nd

on
eo
nd
Ze

9571.

756-1176

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 83 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.

•

;)

AUCTION

No Frills

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

George fledge & Son, hlt.
205 S•uth 5th Strout
Murray, Kontucky

I,I! h'I
.V.V.PAPV.4rearA0AUFAVAIV

It's
Coming

FOR SALE

th

ECONOMICAL, conveniently located, 4-bedroom
house. For Sale By Owner.
Appointment only. Call 753-

Friday-Saturday
Amiss, 10th IL 11th
10:00 am.Each Day

0

• "VALvAva7•TA•vt•';'',..

FURNITURE- APPLIANCES- ANTIQUES ETC.

ANTIQUES
7 Odd Tables, 1 Dining Table & 6 Chairs, 3 Chiffons, 1 Oak Chiffon, 2 Old Oak
Rockers, 2 Old Oak Dressers, 1 Marble-Top Dresser, 1 Old Oak Bed, 1 Bedroom
Suite (Chest, Dresser, Bed). 1 Bed with Chest & Mirror, 1 Water Fall Buffet, 1
Davenport Table, 1 Gloss Door Bookcase, 5 Oak Dining Chairs, 2 Old Treddle Singer
Sewing Machines.
USED APPLIANCES
5 Refrigerators, 3 Electric Ranges, 3 Air Conditioners, 3 Automatic Washers, 1
Electric Dryer, 3 Portable Stereos, 2 19" Blk/W Portable TV, 2 25" Color Console
TV, 1 21" Color Table TV
FURNITURE
1 Metal Clothes Closet, 1 China Cabinet, 4 Beds, 6 New Chest of Drawers, 8
Couches, 6 Couch & Chair, 2 Bedroom Suites, 1 Dresser, 20 Living Room Choirs, 3
Recliner Choirs, 2 End Table/Coffee Table, 4 Odd Dining Choirs, 1 Swivel Office
Choir, 15 Lamps - electric, 6 Woven Rugs, 2 large Carpets, 7 Dinette Sets, 2 Twin
Beds, 1 7 Samsonite Chairs, 2 Desks, 10 Odd Tables, 25 Restaurant Type Wood
Choirs, 15 Motel Type Podded Chairs, 5 Barrell Stools/Matching Coffee/End Tables,
100 Bedspreads.
NEW MISCELLANtellS
5 Club Aluminum Dutch Ovens, 1 Ricer, 4 Sauce Pans, 1 Cake Pan, 2 Sets Stainless
Steel Flatware, 2 Kitchen Scales, 2 Kitchen Tool Sets, 1 35-Cup Coffee Maker, 4
Electric Coffee Makers, 4 Electric Irons, 6 Toasters, 1 Can Opener, 10 Micro-Oven
Browner, 2 Sets Micro-Oven Dishes.
NEW APPLICANCES
5 40-Channel Johnson CB's, 112" Blk/W Portable TV
TERMS - CASH
Net ResponsiMe Ii. Case Of Accidents

Owners
George Hodge & Son, Inc.

Auctioneer
Verrion C. Lile

tile Real Estate & Auction
Aurora, Kentucky
474-2717

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETLCS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
tree Delivery Om Prescriptions In City Limits

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
1534984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home od ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Oeted from Fri.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
5 p.m. tfl See

p.m.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedzioom home on lot 90 x 150 located a.
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742 After 6 P.M.

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday Aorta 11, 1979 9:30 a.m.
300 Mayfield hod(Hwy. 58) Clinton, Kentucky
Solis,the personal property of Ilso lots Mr. Dove Creildedi & Mrs. Aktioss Snail Craddock 140 ii mom'to •
nursiog Monte for persoivei care.
Mrs. Genie& Ivied lo inneesollo, To. for mosey yours, them moved to Mese where Mee resides. Mrs.
Craddock Ni leek several trips 'brood
& hes way asiectsiess, notimpos from Mad' MO he mkt it laic melee ea Mir dot..

Antique Walnut Furniture - 160 pc. set Havilond china, glass door corner cabinet, Birge & Fuller wall
clock,
side board buffette drop leaf tea cort, brass organ lamp with china shade & marble
shelves, Victorian marble top
table, Provencial chairs, 5 tier corner what-not rack, shadow box, wall mirror, 5 drawer
chest, dresser, side table,
Genny Lynn 1/2 bed complete, roll top desk with ornate designs, luggage rock, 4 arched
hichock ladder back chairs,
8 lace bottom dining chairs, oak arm rocker, 2 fruit wood chairs, mahogany pie crust table,
2 lace bottom bedroom
chairs, sectional shadow box picture frames, bent wood chairs, rockers, stuffed chairs,
Czechslovakia-GermanShaffore-Noritaki china, cut gloss, cranberry glass, depression-pattern-plain gloss, crock
jars, churns & vases,
candle holders, satin glass lamp, keresene lamps, figurines, salt cellars, finger bowls, china chocolate &
tea/sets,
milk glass, etched crystal, fostoria, amesty glass, spreads, drapes, 2 hassocks, exercise
tables, quilts, bevel'edge
hall mirror, wrought iron magazine stand, window fan, 4 folding chairs, electric heaters,
radios, rugs, old books,
pictures, 2 Memdott prints, Gedders window air conditioner, 15 x 22 & 15 x 1 5 nylon carpets, steamer
trunks, cost
iron love seat with side chair & patio tables, brass plated lamps, brass base imported lamp with
Scorphin imprint
design, brass lamp with frosted shade, reading lamps, brass & Japoneese items, wall lamps, jewelry
box, copper
laundry tub, wicker lounger, wicker linen rock, recliner choir & stool, divion, linens, flatirons, iron
wares, small appliances, Frigidaire dishwasher, base cabinet, laundry rock, Frigidaire refrigerator, step stools,
metal dish cabinet,
vegetable scales. TV trays, hair dryer, ironing board. Mexican mechetti, 2 ladders, 2 electric lawn
mowers, garden
plow, 2 ea 78 rpm record albums (old), shampooers, 2 ea Voc. Sweepers, 2 ea shipping trunks,
2 ea old flat top
trunks, portable TV, with stand, console TV, Frigidaire double oven gas range, cookwores, Disson
hedge trimmer,
small hand tools, fruit jars, mole traps, hand sprayer, pruners, wood & metal lawn furniture, 4 concrete
floor urns,
shovels, scales, stools, sweepers, mirror frames, stereo console, record cabinet, spades, hoes,
rakes.
For battier informatiria contact Guiles McDearnion P.O.A. for
Aleine Lynell Craddock Portland, Tenn. 615-3252511
Auction Conducted By

Ainley Auction & Realty Co.
Me Maley 344-3826
Gem Dronm,k.344-2349

205 W. State line So. Fulton Tenn.
901-479-2986
Utter/ Ainley, Auctioneer A Reshot.
(Wes)
Johnnie Scobey 885-7411
List with us we appreciate your business

James Mitdiell 799-5735
Charles Perham 3112-27118

r

t HE MI MAY,Ky., LEDGILK

Wedaeseay, Angus'a, Lao

JIMA
DOLLAR DAYS

Prices Good Aug. 8 through Aug. 14
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

CHARMIN

OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY FRESH

TISSUE

00
6 ROIL
PKG.

WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO IC DAIRY PRODUCTS

AMERICAN I10E

COFFEE

S200

ILB.BAG
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1
4 OZ.

GROUND
BEEF
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•

•
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PEACHES

WIENERS

LB •

TENDER JUICY

--

CAN

9

GIANT SIZE

CHEER

tit

NESCAFE INSTANT

PORK
ROAST

Pe

IGA 16 OZ. CANNED
EA. 55
"U M
PATTIES

ALL STYLES

70Z.

39

CUBE STEAK

BULK PAK SLAB SLICED
B

99`

DOZ.

120Z. 3/S 1

$

CHILI HOT BEANS
KIDNEY BEANS
CHOPPED KRAUT

200Z.3/

51

FLESCHMAN'S

JUICE

EGG BEATERS... ...... 160Z.

120Z. 69

S1

GM-4es
t PARTY PIZZA
.

_
r•

12"

IGA SANDWICH

3\S

BREAD
IGA CINNAMON

140z 69'

ROLLS

PRODUCE
WATERMELONS

FRESH

$ 1 8-9
23 LB. AVG.

g

9

HOME GROWN

CANTALOUPES

EA. 15
• RED'

LEMONS

r.

.1.slit
4446%
.

I

•

PEPSI OR 70
MT. DEW 07

BUSH'S CANNED GOOD SALE
PINTO BEANS

1 09

119

POTATOES

2LB.

00 PIZZAS
EACH

NORTHERN BEANS

LB.

MA SHOESTRING

5200

TOTINO'S FROZEN
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GREEN GIANT NIBLETS

$

STEAK
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ma er

IGA ORANGE

$

PORK
AN

MARGARINE QUARTERS 1 LB.

EGGS

6/79°
000

CELERY

LG.16 SIZE
FRESH
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ex
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A

1201. PKG.

CHICKEN

141
/
2OZ.

LB.

FRESH,

BACON

BANQUET WHOLE FRIED

SHOWBOAT PORK it

EA.

LEANS, TENDER BEEF

I

LB'

BREAKFAST
TRIPS
89' BLUE
2/s 700 BONNET

GRADE A LARGE

PLAIN OR
SELF RISING
S LB.

Si59
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10 OZ.

PRINGLES
LE SNACKS....

0.5
Pr

LB
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COFFEE

BEANS

LB.

OSCAR MAYER PORK OR BEEF

soz6.

ASSORTED MIXES

FLOUR

$ 1 69

IGA !LB. LUNCH

CAKE MIX

Pee
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490Z.
SIZE

DUNCAN HINES

MARTHA WHITE

LB.

stro
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MEATS
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$ 1 29
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IGA 3 LB. CANNED

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
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QUARTER SLICED
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